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(54) Suspended floorboard

(57) A materials handling vehicle (10) is provided
comprising: a frame (14) ; a set of wheels (16, 18) sup-
ported on the frame to allow the materials handling ve-
hicle to move across a floor surface; a rider compartment
located within the frame for receiving an operator; and
an operator support assembly (100). The operator sup-
port assembly comprises a suspended floorboard (110)
upon which the operator may stand when located within
the rider compartment and an energy absorbing structure
coupled to the frame and the suspended floorboard for
absorbing and dissipating at least a portion of energy
resulting from disturbances encountered by the vehicle
as it moves across the floor surface prior to the energy
portion reaching the operator standing on the suspended
floorboard, the energy absorbing structure including a
damping element (144, 244, 344, 444, 544, 650, 740,
944) for effecting a damping function.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a materials
handling vehicle, such as a lift truck. More particularly,
the present invention relates to a materials handling ve-
hicle having an operator support assembly for absorbing
and dissipating energy resulting from disturbances en-
countered by the vehicle during movement across a floor
surface so as to isolate the operator from that energy.
While the present invention may be utilized on a variety
of materials handling vehicles, it will be described herein
with reference to a counterbalanced lift truck for which it
is particularly applicable and initially being used.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] It is known in the prior art to provide a fork lift
truck with a floorboard fixedly mounted to a frame of the
truck. A rubber mat, upon which an operator stands, is
provided over the floorboard for absorbing a portion of
energy resulting from disturbances encountered by the
vehicle during movement across a floor surface.
[0003] It is also known in the prior art to provide a fork
lift truck with a floorboard supported on a plurality, e.g.
four, stiff rubber supports. The floorboard is mounted to
the truck frame via the rubber supports. The rubber sup-
ports absorb a portion of the energy resulting from dis-
turbances encountered by the truck during movement
across a floor surface.
[0004] U.S. Patent No. 5,579,859 discloses a fork lift
truck having a floorboard pivotably supported to the ve-
hicle frame. A plurality of compression springs are pro-
vided beneath the floorboard and function to absorb a
portion of energy resulting from disturbances encoun-
tered by the vehicle during movement across a floor sur-
face.
[0005] It is desirable to have operator support assem-
blies for absorbing energy resulting from disturbances
encountered by a materials handling vehicle during
movement of the vehicle across a floor surface so as to
isolate the operator from that energy.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

[0006] In accordance with the present invention, em-
bodiments of an operator support assembly for use in a
materials handling vehicle are provided. Each operator
support assembly may comprise a suspended floorboard
upon which an operator stands when located within a
rider compartment of the vehicle. An energy absorbing
structure is coupled to a frame of the vehicle  and the
suspended floorboard for absorbing and dissipating at
least a portion of energy resulting from disturbances en-
countered by the vehicle as it moves across a floor sur-
face. In this way, the energy portion does not reach the
operator standing on the suspended floorboard.

[0007] Standing on a suspended floorboard may in-
clude an operator standing freely on the floorboard with-
out contacting any other surface on the truck except for
gripping a control knob, lever or the like, or standing on
the suspended floorboard while contacting a backrest
surface, an armrest, a perch or other supporting surface
within an operator compartment.
[0008] In accordance with a first aspect of the present
invention, a materials handling vehicle comprises a frame
and a set of wheels supported on the frame to allow the
materials handling vehicle to move across a floor surface.
An operator support assembly is provided comprising a
suspended floorboard and an energy absorbing structure
coupled to the frame and the suspended floorboard for
absorbing and dissipating at least a portion of energy
resulting from disturbances encountered by the vehicle
as it moves across the floor surface prior to the energy
portion reaching the operator standing on the suspended
floorboard. The energy absorbing structure preferably in-
cludes a damping element for effecting a damping func-
tion.
[0009] The operator support assembly may also in-
clude one or more of a backrest, an armrest, a control
knob or lever such as a multifunction controller or steering
tiller or other elements typically found within an operator’s
compartment coupled to and suspended with the floor-
board. Hence, the backrest, armrest, control knob or le-
ver, or like elements may move with the floorboard and
an operator standing on the floorboard.
[0010] The damping element may comprise at least
one damper. The damper may be at least partially filled
with a liquid, such as a hydraulic fluid or oil. The energy
absorbing structure may further comprise at least one
spring for receiving and storing energy.
[0011] The energy absorbing structure may further
comprise a mast assembly coupled to the frame and the
floorboard for permitting movement of the suspended
floorboard relative to the frame. The mast assembly may
comprise a first element coupled to the frame and a sec-
ond element forming a carriage assembly for vertical
movement relative to the first element. The carriage as-
sembly may include a floorboard support adapted to re-
ceive the floorboard. The first element may comprise a
channel such that the carriage assembly moves within
the channel. The carriage assembly may further com-
prise front and side load bearings mounted on a main
body, with the floorboard support being fixed to the main
body for movement with the main body relative to the
channel.
[0012] The energy absorbing structure may further
comprise structure coupled between the frame and the
at least one spring for varying a preload on the at least
one spring. The structure coupled between the frame and
the at least one spring for varying a preload on the at
least one spring may comprise a motor provided with a
screw or a lever capable of being manually moved by an
operator. In accordance with one embodiment, the at
least one spring may be vertically positioned and coupled
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between the structure and the floorboard, and the at least
one damper may be vertically positioned and coupled
between the frame and the floorboard.
[0013] In place of the mast assembly, the energy ab-
sorbing structure may further comprise a scissors mech-
anism positioned between the floorboard and a base of
the frame. The scissors mechanism may comprise a pair
of first and second scissor arms and a pair of third and
fourth scissor arms. The first scissor arm may be pivot-
ably coupled at a first end to the base of the frame and
have a second end in engagement with the floorboard.
The second scissor arm may be pivotably coupled at a
first end to the floorboard and have a second end in en-
gagement with the base of the frame. The third scissor
arm may be pivotably coupled at a first end to the base
of the frame and have a second end in engagement with
the floorboard. The fourth scissor arm may be pivotably
coupled at a first end to the floorboard and have a second
end in engagement with the base of the frame.
[0014] The at least one spring may be generally verti-
cally positioned and coupled between the frame and the
scissors mechanism or floorboard, and the at least one
damper may be generally vertically positioned and cou-
pled between the frame and the scissors mechanism or
floorboard.
[0015] Alternatively, the at least one spring may be
generally horizontally positioned and coupled between
the frame and the scissors mechanism, and the at least
one damper may be generally horizontally positioned and
coupled between the frame and the scissors mechanism.
[0016] In accordance with further embodiments of the
present invention, the damping element may comprise a
valve. The energy absorbing structure may further com-
prise a hydraulic piston/cylinder unit coupled to the frame,
and a ride accumulator capable of receiving and storing
energy. The valve may be positioned between the piston/
cylinder unit and the ride accumulator.
[0017] The energy absorbing structure may further
comprise a mast assembly coupled to the hydraulic pis-
ton/cylinder unit, the frame and the floorboard for permit-
ting movement of the suspended floorboard relative to
the frame.
[0018] In one embodiment, the valve comprises a me-
chanical valve, such as a needle valve. The energy ab-
sorbing structure may further comprise a processor-con-
trolled valve capable of allowing pressurized fluid to pass
to the hydraulic piston/cylinder unit and the ride accumu-
lator.
[0019] In another embodiment, the valve may com-
prise a first processor-controlled valve. In this embodi-
ment, the energy absorbing structure may further com-
prise a second processor-controlled valve, a height ad-
just accumulator, a third processor-controlled valve and
a processor for controlling the first, second and third
valves.
[0020] The processor may cause the first valve to be
in a first position such that the first valve is closed when
an operator enters or exits a rider compartment. The

processor may move the first valve to a second position
when the vehicle is in motion so as to open the first valve
to allow the floorboard to move relative to the frame.
[0021] The processor may effect a floorboard height
adjustment operation when the floorboard is spaced from
a neutral position after an operator has stepped onto the
floorboard.
[0022] The processor may move the second valve to
a closed state when a floorboard height adjustment op-
eration is not being effected. The processor may also
move the second valve to an open state so as to allow
pressurized air within the ride accumulator to be released
when the floorboard is to be lowered to the neutral posi-
tion.
[0023] The processor may move the third valve to a
second position so as to allow pressurized fluid to enter
the height adjust accumulator and subsequently move
the second valve to its open state when the floorboard
is to be raised to the neutral position.
[0024] All embodiments may include upper and lower
endstops to confine floorboard movement between up-
per and lower stop positions. The endstops may be gen-
erally elastic in nature and made of natural rubber, ure-
thane or silicone type materials, and designed with linear
or non-linear spring rates and damping characteristics to
optimize ride comfort when the floorboard is in contact
with the endstops.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0025]

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a fork lift truck including
an operator support assembly constructed in accord-
ance with a first embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the operator support
assembly illustrated in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of a mast assembly form-
ing part of the operator support assembly illustrated
in Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 is an exploded view of the mast assembly il-
lustrated in Fig. 3;
Fig. 5 is a perspective view of an operator support
assembly constructed in accordance with a second
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 5A is a view similar to Fig. 5 with the floorboard
shown in phantom;
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of an operator support
assembly constructed in accordance with a third em-
bodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 7 is a perspective view of an operator support
assembly constructed in accordance with a fourth
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 7A is a perspective view of an adjustable spring
and damper assembly forming part of the operator
support assembly illustrated in Fig. 7;
Fig. 7B is a top view of the adjustable spring and
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damper assembly forming part of the operator sup-
port assembly illustrated in Fig. 7;
Figs. 7C-7F are side views illustrating various angu-
lar positions of the first and second members of the
adjustable spring and damper assembly illustrated
in Fig. 7;
Fig. 8 is a perspective view of an operator support
assembly constructed in accordance with a fifth em-
bodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 9 is a schematic view of an operator support
assembly constructed in accordance with a sixth em-
bodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 10 is a schematic view of an operator support
assembly constructed in accordance with a seventh
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 11 is a schematic view of an operator support
assembly constructed in accordance with an eighth
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 12 is a perspective view of an operator support
assembly constructed in accordance with a ninth em-
bodiment of the present invention with a lever form-
ing part of a preload adjusting structure positioned
in its lowermost position;
Fig. 13 is a perspective view of the operator support
assembly of Fig. 12 with the lever positioned in its
uppermost position;
Fig. 14 is a perspective view of the operator support
assembly of Fig. 12 where a carriage assembly is
shown spaced from first and second upper stops;
Fig. 15 is a perspective view of the carriage assembly
of the operator support assembly of Fig. 12;
Fig. 16 is a perspective view of the operator support
assembly of Fig. 12 with the carriage assembly re-
moved;
Fig. 17 is a perspective view of the operator support
assembly of Fig. 12, with a portion of the carriage
assembly main body removed;
Fig. 18 is a perspective view of an operator support
assembly constructed in accordance with a tenth
embodiment of the present invention where a car-
riage assembly is shown in an uppermost position;
Fig. 19 is a perspective view of the operator support
assembly of Fig. 18 where the carriage assembly is
shown in an intermediate position;
Fig. 20 is a perspective view of an operator support
assembly of Fig. 18 where the carriage assembly is
shown in a lowermost position;
Fig. 21 is a perspective view of an operator support
assembly of Fig. 18 where the carriage assembly
has been removed and a lever of a preload adjusting
structure is shown engaging a second limit switch;
and
Fig. 22 is a perspective view of an operator support
assembly constructed in accordance with an elev-
enth embodiment of the present invention.

MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0026] Reference is now made to Fig. 1, which is a
perspective view of a three-wheel stand-up counterbal-
anced fork lift truck 10. An operator support assembly
100, constructed in accordance with a first embodiment
of the present invention, is incorporated into the truck 10.
While the present invention is described herein with ref-
erence to the stand-up counterbalanced truck 10, it will
be apparent to those skilled in the art that the invention
and variations of the invention can be more generally
applied to a variety of other materials handling vehicles.
[0027] The fork lift truck 10 further includes a main body
12 comprising a frame 14, first and second driven wheels
coupled to a front portion of the frame 14, only the first
wheel 16 is illustrated in Fig. 1, and a third steerable
wheel 18 coupled to a rear portion of the frame 14. The
first, second and third wheels 16 and 18 allow the truck
10 to move across a floor surface. The speed and direc-
tion of movement (forward or reverse) of the truck 10 can
be controlled via a multifunction controller MFC. Steering
is effected via a tiller 116A.
[0028] A set of forks 20 are coupled to a fork carriage
22, which, in turn, is coupled to a fork carriage mast as-
sembly 24 for raising/lowering the fork carriage 22 rela-
tive to the main body 12. Movement of the fork carriage
22 is effected using conventional controls.
[0029] A rider compartment 30 is located within the
main body frame 14 for receiving an operator. A sus-
pended floorboard 110 forming part of the operator sup-
port assembly 100, see Figs. 1 and 2, defines a floor in
the rider compartment 30. When an operator is standing
in the rider compartment 30, a first foot of the operator
engages, i.e., pushes downward on, an operator  pres-
ence sensor 40. When not depressed, the presence sen-
sor 40 extends upward through a first opening 110A in
the floorboard 110, see Fig. 2. The sensor 40 must be
activated, i.e., depressed, to permit operation of the truck
10.
[0030] A brake pedal 42 extends through a second
opening 110B in the floorboard 110. To release braking
action, the brake pedal 42 is held down by the operator’s
second foot. To request braking, the operator removes
or reduces a downward force on the brake pedal 42 such
that the brake pedal 42 moves vertically upward.
[0031] Referring again to Fig. 2, the operator support
assembly 100 further comprises an energy absorbing
structure 120 coupled to the truck main body frame 14
and the suspended floorboard 110 for absorbing and dis-
sipating at least a portion of energy resulting from distur-
bances encountered by the truck 10 as it moves across
a floor surface prior to the energy portion reaching the
operator standing on the suspended floorboard 110. The
disturbances may result from the truck 10 passing over
a continuously uneven surface, or moving over large
bumps or sharp drops in the surface. In the embodiment
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, the energy absorbing structure
120 comprises a mast assembly 130, first and second
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tension springs 140 and 142, a damper 144, and spring
preload adjusting structure 150.
[0032] Referring now to Figs. 3 and 4, the mast assem-
bly 130 includes a first element 132, a channel 132A in
the illustrated embodiment, which is fixedly coupled, such
as by welds, to the frame 14 of the truck main body 12.
The mast assembly 130 further comprises a second el-
ement 134, a carriage assembly 134A in the illustrated
embodiment, capable of vertical movement within the
channel 132A. The carriage assembly 134A comprises
a main body 136 having front load bearings 136A and
side load bearings 136B, which allow the main body 136
to move vertically within the channel 132A, see Figs. 3
and 4. The carriage assembly 134A further comprises a
floorboard support 136C, which is fixedly coupled, such
as by welds, to the main body 136 for movement with the
main body 136. The floorboard support 136C is posi-
tioned beneath the floorboard 110 and supports the floor-
board 110 within the rider compartment 30. The floor-
board support 136C functions as the sole support for the
floorboard 110; hence, the floorboard 110 is suspended
in the rider compartment 30 on the support 136C and
moves vertically with the floorboard support 136C and
the main body 136. Preferably, the floorboard 110 is fix-
edly coupled to the support 136C.
[0033] As illustrated in Fig. 2, the first and second ten-
sion springs 140 and 142 are weldably coupled at first
ends 140A and 142A to the floorboard 110 and releasably
coupled at second ends 140B and 142B to a movable
adjustment bracket 152 forming part of the preload ad-
justing  structure 150. It is also contemplated that the
spring first ends 140A and 142A may be releasably cou-
pled to the floorboard 110 such as by extending through
openings (not shown) in the floorboard 110.
[0034] The damper 144 may comprise a piston rod
144A coupled via a pin 145 to a bracket 110C fixedly
coupled to the floorboard 110. A cylinder 144B of the
damper 144 is coupled to a U-shaped bracket 138 via a
bolt 138A and coupling plate 138D. The U-shaped brack-
et 138 is fixed to the channel 132A, which, as noted
above, is fixed to the truck main body frame 14. The cyl-
inder 144B may contain a piston/valve assembly (not
shown) coupled to the piston rod 144A for movement
with the piston rod 144A and a separator piston (not
shown) free floating within the cylinder 144B. A fluid such
as oil is provided on both sides of the piston/valve as-
sembly, while the separator piston is exposed to the oil
on one side and exposed to a gas, e.g., air, on its other
side. In the illustrated embodiment, the damper 144 gen-
erates damping action that is different for compression
and extension. The damper 144 generates the damping
action by creating a differential pressure across the pis-
ton/valve assembly that is proportional to the damping
force. The rate of fluid flow through compression and
extension orifices in the piston/valve assembly is propor-
tional to the compression and extension velocities. When
the piston rod 144A moves inward (compression), which
occurs when the springs 140, 142 retract for a hole, as

discussed below, a quantity of fluid corresponding to the
differential volume created is pushed through a compres-
sion orifice in the piston/valve assembly in a first direction
to an opposing side of the piston of the piston/valve as-
sembly. When the piston rod 144A moves out (exten-
sion), which occurs when the springs 140, 142 extend
for a bump, as discussed below, a quantity of fluid moves
through an extension orifice in the piston/valve assembly
in a second direction opposite to the first direction to an
opposing side of the piston of the piston/valve assembly.
Check type valves are used in the compression and ex-
tension orifices to direct the fluid through the appropriate
orifice and in the appropriate direction. The compression
and extension orifices are different in size to provide dif-
ferent damping characteristics in compression and ex-
tension. The damper 144 may comprise a damper com-
mercially available from Stabilus (Germany) under the
product designation Stab-O-Shoc. From mathematical
calculations, it is believed that the damper 144 should
have a linear damping rate of 4-10 pounds-second/inch
for compression, 10-20 pounds-second/inch for exten-
sion, and a stroke length between about 1 inch to about
5 inches and preferably about 2 inches. Other damping
characteristics such as variable damping characteristics
could be used to provide other desirable damper re-
sponses.
[0035] The springs 140 and 142 function to absorb at
least a portion of energy resulting from disturbances en-
countered by the truck 10 as it moves along a floor sur-
face. The springs 140 and 142 extend (for a bump) and
retract (for a hole) in response to receiving kinetic energy
and, as such, store the kinetic energy as potential energy.
The damper 144 functions to absorb the energy released
from the springs 140 and 142 as the springs 140 and 142
return to an initial position following extension or retrac-
tion, i.e., the damper 144 converts the kinetic energy into
heat. The damper 144 further performs a damping func-
tion as the springs 140 and 142 are extended or retracted.
By absorbing and dissipating the energy resulting from
disturbances encountered by the truck 10, the springs
140 and 142 and the damper 144 function to substantially
reduce impact and vibration energy from reaching the
operator standing on the floorboard 110.
[0036] A mounting bracket 154, also forming part of
the preload adjusting structure 150, is fixed to the U-
shaped bracket 138. The mounting bracket 154 supports
a motor 156, which functions to turn a screw 156A. The
screw 156A passes through a threaded bore in a back
plate 152A of the movable bracket 152. By actuating the
motor 156 to rotate the screw 156A in either a first rota-
tional direction or a second rotational direction opposite
to the first direction, the movable bracket 152 is caused
to move vertically away from or toward the U-shaped
bracket 138. When the bracket 152 moves away from
the bracket 138 and toward the motor 156, the first and
second springs 140 and 142 are extended, i.e., length-
ened, so as to increase a preload on each spring 140,
142. When the bracket 152 is moved in a direction toward
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the bracket 138 and away from the motor 156, the preload
on the springs 140 and 142 is reduced.
[0037] An upper stop 138B is fixedly coupled to the U-
shaped bracket 138 so as to limit upward movement of
the carriage assembly 134A. One or more lower stops
(not shown) are fixed to a lower surface 110D of the floor-
board 110 to limit downward movement of the floorboard
110 relative to a base (not shown in Figs. 1 and 2) of the
frame 14, i.e., the lower stops engage the base of the
truck main body frame 14 to prevent further downward
movement of the floorboard 10 and the carriage assem-
bly 134A. The upper and lower stops are generally elastic
in nature and designed to minimize shock transmission
while the floorboard 110 is in contact with the stops. The
upper and lower stops may be made of natural rubber,
urethane, silicone or other like elastomeric type material.
The stops in a preferred embodiment provide a force de-
flection characteristic, i.e., they deflect by x amount when
a force F is applied against the stop, as described by the
following polynomial equation: 

wherein F = force, and x = deflection.
[0038] Preferably, the position of the floorboard 110 is
located in a neutral position between an upper stop po-
sition where the carriage assembly 134A engages the
upper stop 138B and a lower stop position where the
lower stops on the floorboard 110 engage the base of
the frame 14. In the illustrated embodiment, the "neutral
position" is equal to a predefined position falling within a
range equal to 6 15% of a centered position. That is, the
neutral position is a predefined position which may com-
prise a midway position between the upper and lower
stop positions or may be defined by another position fall-
ing within the range of 6 15% of the midway or centered
position. The maximum distance that the floorboard 110
moves between its upper and lower stop positions may
be from about 1 inch to about 5 inches and preferably is
about 2 inches.
[0039] When a light-weight operator is positioned on
the floorboard 110, the floorboard 110 may be spaced
from the neutral position toward the upper stop 138B.
Conversely, when a heavy-weight operator is positioned
on the floorboard 110, the floorboard 110 may be spaced
from the neutral position toward the base of the frame
14. So as to allow the floorboard 110 to be located at the
neutral position subsequent to an operator stepping onto
the floorboard 110, the motor 156 is driven to cause the
screw 156A to rotate in an appropriate direction to vary
the preload on the springs 140 and 142 such that the
floorboard 110 is repositioned to its neutral position.
[0040] It is contemplated that switches (not shown) or
other position sensing type devices may be provided to
sense during a floorboard height adjustment operation
when the floorboard 110 is away from its neutral position

such that appropriate signals are generated by the
switches to a processor which causes the motor 156 to
drive the screw 156A in an appropriate direction to effect
movement of the floorboard 110 to its neutral position. It
is contemplated that the processor may effect a floor-
board height adjustment operation so as to move the
floorboard to its neutral position just after an operator
enters the operator’s compartment 30 and activates the
presence sensor 40. Alternatively, an operator may man-
ually actuate one or more switches (not shown) to drive
the motor 156 in an appropriate direction so as to cause
the floorboard 110 to be moved to a neutral position,
which position may be indicated visually to the operator
when the floorboard 110 is aligned with an alignment
mark (not shown) provided on a wall of the frame 14. It
is believed that the floorboard 110 may accommodate
an operator having a weight that falls within a substan-
tially broad range, e.g., from about 100 pounds to about
300 pounds, and yet still be located in the neutral position
by varying the preload on the springs 140 and 142.
[0041] It is preferred that the operator support assem-
bly 100 have a natural frequency between about 1.5 and
about 2.5 Hz. It is further preferred that the floorboard
110 typically move only within a range of positions well
within its upper and lower stop positions during normal
operation  of the truck 10. It is believed that the energy
absorbing structure 120 coupled to the floorboard 110
supporting an operator having a weight between about
100 pounds and 300 pounds and capable of achieving
these two objectives may comprise first and second
springs 240 and 242 having a relaxed length (prior to
being coupled to the floorboard 110 and the movable
adjustment bracket 152) of from about 6 inches to about
12 inches, and a spring rate of from about 25 pounds/
inch to about 200 pounds/inch.
[0042] It is noted that the energy absorbing structure
120 is small in size so as to allow the structure 120 to be
easily housed or located behind a rider compartment in-
terior wall 14A of the main body frame 14, see Fig. 1,
where the wall 14A is broken away to allow the structure
120 to be seen. Similarly, the floorboard support 136C
is relatively small in size so as to allow it to be easily
positioned between the floorboard 110 and the base of
the frame 14.
[0043] It is believed that the operator support assembly
100 is advantageous as it minimizes shock and vibration
transmission to an operator; reduces vehicle ride harsh-
ness; allows for significant operator weight range, e.g.,
100 pounds to 300 pounds; provides an acceptable ride
quality, i.e., softness, during vehicle operation; maintains
an acceptable firmness when an operator enters and ex-
its the vehicle; and may be manufactured at an accept-
able cost.
[0044] An operator support assembly 200 constructed
in accordance with a second embodiment of the present
invention is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 5A, where like ref-
erence numerals indicate like elements. The operator
support assembly 200 may be incorporated into a truck
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similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 1 or other materials
handling vehicles. The operator support assembly 200
comprises a suspended floorboard 110 and an energy
absorbing structure 220 coupled to the truck main body
frame 14 and the suspended floorboard 110 for absorb-
ing and dissipating at least a portion of the energy result-
ing from disturbances encountered by the truck as it
moves across a floor surface prior to the energy portion
reaching the operator standing on the suspended floor-
board 110. The energy absorbing structure 220 compris-
es a scissors mechanism 230, first and second tension
springs 240 and 242, and a damper 244. In this embod-
iment, the first and second tension springs 240 and 242
and the damper 244 are generally vertically positioned
and coupled between the truck main body frame 14 and
the floorboard 110. As the floorboard 110 is coupled to
the scissors mechanism 230, as discussed below, the
first and second tension springs 240 and 242 and the
damper 244 may alternatively be coupled between the
truck main body frame 14 and the scissors mechanism
230. It is also contemplated that only a single tension
spring may be used instead of the first and second
springs 240 and 242.
[0045] The scissors mechanism 230 comprises a pair
of first and second scissor arms 232 and 234 and a pair
of third and fourth scissor arms 236 and 238. The first
scissor arm 232 is pivotably coupled at a first end 232A
to a base 14B of the frame 14 via a block 232D and has
a second end 232B provided with a roller 232C which
moves back and forth along a first track 110E fixedly cou-
pled to the bottom surface 110D of the floorboard 110.
The second scissor arm 234 is pivotably coupled at a
first end 234A to the floorboard 110 via a block 234D and
has a second end 234B provided with a roller 234C in
movable engagement with the base 14B of the frame 14.
The third scissor arm 236 is pivotably coupled at a first
end 236A to the base 14B of the frame 14 via a block
236D and has a second end 236B provided with a roller
236C which moves back and forth along a second track
110F fixedly coupled to the bottom surface 110D of the
floorboard 100. The fourth scissor arm 238 is pivotably
coupled at a first end 23 8A to the floorboard 110 via a
block 238D and has a second end 238B provided with a
roller 238C in movable engagement with the base 14B
of the frame 14.
[0046] As illustrated in Figs. 5 and 5A, the first and
second tension springs 240 and 242 are coupled at first
ends 240A and 242A to the floorboard 110 and coupled
at second ends 240B and 242B to the truck main body
frame 14 via bolts 240C and 242C. The damper 244 may
comprise a damper commercially available from Stabilus
(Germany) under the product designation Stab-O-Shoc.
From mathematical calculations, it is believed that the
damper 244 should have having a linear damping rate
of 4-10 pounds-second/inch for compression, 10-20
pounds-second/inch for extension, and a stroke length
between about 1 inch to about 5 inches and preferably
about 2 inches. The damper 244 comprises a piston rod

244A coupled via a pin 245 to a bracket 210C fixedly
coupled to the floorboard 110. A cylinder 244B of the
damper 244 is coupled to the frame 14 via a bolt 244C.
[0047] The scissors mechanism 230 is positioned be-
neath the floorboard 110 and supports the floorboard 110
within the truck rider compartment 30, see Fig. 5. The
scissors mechanism 230 functions as the sole support
for the floorboard 110; hence, the floorboard 110 is sus-
pended in the rider compartment 30 on the scissors
mechanism 230. Due to the pivotable relationship of the
first and second arms 232 and 234 and the pivotable
relationship of the third and fourth arms 236 and 238 and
because the rollers 234C and 238C are capable of mov-
ing along the base 14B of the frame 14 and the rollers
232C and 236C are capable of moving along the tracks
110E and 110F, the scissors mechanism 230 moves up-
ward and downward in the vertical direction, indicated by
arrow 202 in Fig. 5, as the truck encounters disturbances
during movement along a floor surface. The floorboard
110 moves with the scissors mechanism 230. The
springs 240 and 242 function  to absorb at least a portion
of energy resulting from the disturbances encountered
by the truck as it moves along a floor surface. The springs
240 and 242 extend or retract in response to receiving
kinetic energy and as such store the kinetic energy as
potential energy. The damper 244 functions to absorb
the energy released from the springs 240 and 242 as the
springs 240 and 242 return to an initial position following
extension or retraction, i.e., the damper 244 converts the
energy stored in the springs 240 and 242 into heat. The
damper 244 further performs a damping function as the
springs 240 and 242 are extended or retracted. By ab-
sorbing and dissipating the energy resulting from distur-
bances encountered by the truck, the springs 240 and
242 and damper 244 function to substantially reduce im-
pact and vibration energy from reaching the operator
standing on the floorboard 110.
[0048] An operator support assembly 300 constructed
in accordance with a third embodiment of the present
invention is illustrated in Fig. 6, where like reference nu-
merals indicate like elements. The operator support as-
sembly 300 may be incorporated into a truck similar to
the one illustrated in Fig. 1 or other materials handling
vehicles. The operator support assembly 300 comprises
a suspended floorboard 110 and an energy absorbing
structure 320 coupled to the base 14B of the truck main
body frame 14 and the suspended floorboard 110 for
absorbing and dissipating at least a portion of energy
resulting from disturbances encountered by the truck as
it moves across a floor surface prior to the energy portion
reaching the operator standing on the suspended floor-
board 110. The energy absorbing structure 320 compris-
es a scissors mechanism 230, first and second tension
springs 340 and 342, and a damper 344. The scissors
mechanism 230 is constructed in the same manner as
the one illustrated in Figs. 5 and 5A. In this embodiment,
however, the first and second tension springs 340 and
342 and the damper 344 are generally horizontally posi-
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tioned and coupled between the truck main body frame
14 and the scissors mechanism 230. It is also contem-
plated that only a single tension spring may be used in-
stead of the first and second springs 340 and 342.
[0049] The first and second tension springs 340 and
342 are coupled at first ends 340A and 342A to the scis-
sors mechanism 230 via a cross bar 231 and coupled at
second ends 340B and 342B to the truck main body frame
base 14B via a cross bar 14C. The damper 344 may
comprise a damper commercially available from Stabilus
(Germany) company under the product designation
Stab-O-Shoc. From mathematical calculations, it is be-
lieved that the damper 344 should have a linear damping
rate of 4-10 pounds-second/inch for compression, 10-20
pounds-second/inch for extension, and a stroke length
between about 1 inch to about 5 inches and preferably
about 2  inches. The damper 344 may comprise a piston
rod 344A coupled to the cross bar 231. A cylinder 344B
of the damper 344 is coupled to the frame base 14B via
the cross bar 14C.
[0050] The springs 340 and 342 function to absorb at
least a portion of energy transferred to the floorboard 110
resulting from the disturbances encountered by the truck
10 in which the operator support assembly 300 is incor-
porated. The springs 340 and 342 receive the energy
resulting in the extension or retraction of the springs 340
and 342. By extending or retracting, the springs 340 and
342 store potential energy. The damper 344 functions to
absorb the energy released from the springs 340 and
342 as the springs 340 and 342 return to an initial position
following being extended or retracted, i.e., the damper
344 converts the energy from the springs 340 and 342
into heat. The damper 344 further performs a damping
function as the springs 340 and 342 are extended or re-
tracted. By absorbing and dissipating the energy result-
ing from disturbances encountered by the truck, the
springs 340 and 342 and damper 344 function to sub-
stantially reduce impact and vibration energy from reach-
ing the operator standing on the floorboard 110.
[0051] An operator support assembly 400 constructed
in accordance with a fourth embodiment of the present
invention is illustrated in Figs. 7 and 7A-7F, where like
reference numerals indicate like elements. The operator
support assembly 400 may be incorporated into a truck
similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 1 or other materials
handling vehicles. The operator support assembly 400
comprises a suspended floorboard 110 and an energy
absorbing structure 420 coupled to the truck main body
frame 14 and the suspended floorboard 110 for absorb-
ing and dissipating at least a portion of energy resulting
from disturbances encountered by the truck as it moves
across a floor surface prior to the energy portion reaching
the operator standing on the suspended floorboard 110.
The energy absorbing structure 420 comprises a scissors
mechanism 230, and an adjustable spring and damper
assembly 430. The scissors mechanism 230 is construct-
ed in the same manner as the one illustrated in Figs. 5
and 5A.

[0052] The adjustable spring and damper assembly
430 comprises a first member 432 pivotable about a first
pivot point 434 defined by a bolt/nut combination 434A
coupling the first member 432 to an extending member
14C of the truck main body frame 14, and a second mem-
ber 436 pivotable about a second pivot point 438 defined
by a bolt/nut combination 438A coupling the second
member 436 to a side wall 14D of the truck main body
frame 14, see Figs. 7, 7A and 7B. The first pivot point
434 is spaced from the second pivot point 438, as best
seen in Figs. 7C-7F. A pin 432P extends outwardly from
the first member 432 and is coupled to a cross member
230A of the scissors mechanism 230 such that upward
and downward movement of the scissors  mechanism
230 is transferred to the first member 432 causing rotation
of the first member 432 about the first pivot point 434.
[0053] A spring 440 and a damper 444 extend between
and are coupled to the first and second members 432
and 436, see Figs. 7A and 7B. A first end 440A of the
spring 440 is coupled to a bolt 432A extending from the
first member 432. A second end 440B of the spring 440
is coupled to a bolt 436A extending from the second
member 436. A piston rod 444A of the damper 444 is
coupled to an extension 432B of the first member 432.
A cylinder 444B of the damper 444 is coupled to a bolt
436B extending from the second member 436.
[0054] The scissors mechanism 230 is positioned be-
neath the floorboard 110 and supports the floorboard 110
within the truck rider compartment 30, see Fig. 7. The
scissors mechanism 230 functions as the sole support
for the floorboard 110; hence, the floorboard 110 is sus-
pended in the rider compartment 30 on the scissors
mechanism 230. The floorboard 110 moves with the scis-
sors mechanism 230. As noted above, the pin 432P ex-
tends from the first member 432 and is fixedly coupled
to the cross member 230A of the scissors mechanism
230. Hence, movement of the scissors mechanism 230
and the floorboard 110 is transferred to the first member
432.
[0055] The spring 440 functions to absorb at least a
portion of energy resulting from the disturbances encoun-
tered by the truck 10 as it moves across a floor surface.
The spring 440 extends and retracts resulting in it storing
energy. The damper 444 functions to absorb the energy
released from the spring 440 as the spring 440 retracts
or extends, i.e., the damper 444 converts the energy
stored in the spring 440 into heat. The damper 444 further
performs a damping function as the spring 440 is extend-
ed or retracted. By absorbing and dissipating the energy
resulting from disturbances encountered by the truck 10,
the spring 440 and damper 444 function to substantially
reduce impact and vibration energy from reaching the
operator standing on the floorboard 110.
[0056] The second member 436 includes a lever por-
tion 436C, which may be gripped by an operator. The
second member 436 further includes a protrusion (not
shown) which is adapted to be received in one of a plu-
rality of recesses 14E formed in the side wall 14D of the
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truck main body frame 14 so as to retain the second mem-
ber 436 in a desired position. By gripping the lever portion
436C, an operator may rotate the second member 436
about the second pivot point 438 to change its position
relative to the side wall 14D, see Figs. 7C and 7F. By
changing the angular position of the second member 436,
the preload on the spring 440 as well as its angular po-
sition relative to the side wall 14D may be varied. By
rotating the second member 436 counter-clockwise, as
viewed in Figs. 7C and 7F, the length of the spring 440
is increased slightly such  that the preload on the spring
440 is increased. By increasing the preload on the spring
440, the magnitude of a force F applied by the spring 440
to the first member 432 increases, see Fig. 7C. Further,
the spring 440 becomes more vertically oriented with the
counter-clockwise rotation of the second member 436,
compare Fig. 7C with Fig. 7F. The force F applied by the
spring 440 to the first member 432 can be resolved into
two components, FX and FY, see Fig. 7C. When the spring
440 is more vertically oriented, the magnitude of its force
component FY increases. Consequently, when rotating
the second member 436 counter-clockwise, the force ap-
plied by the spring 440 in the Y direction to the scissors
mechanism 230 and, hence, the floorboard 110, increas-
es. Conversely, when rotating the second member 436
clockwise, the force applied by the spring 440 in the Y
direction to the scissors mechanism 230 and, hence, the
floorboard 110, decreases.
[0057] An upper stop 414A is fixedly coupled to the
side wall 14D of the truck main body frame 14 so as to
limit upward movement of the floorboard 110, see Fig.
7. One or more lower stops (not shown) are fixed to a
lower surface 110D of the floorboard 110 to limit down-
ward movement of the floorboard 110 relative to the base
14B of the frame 14, i.e., the lower stops engage the
base 14B to prevent further downward movement of the
floorboard 110. The upper and lower stops may be made
of natural rubber, urethane, silicone or other like elasto-
meric type material. The stops in a preferred embodiment
provide a force deflection characteristic, i.e., they deflect
by x amount when a force F is applied against the stop,
as described by the following polynomial equation: 

wherein F = force, and x = deflection.
[0058] Preferably, the position of the floorboard 110 is
located in a neutral position between an upper stop po-
sition, where the floorboard 110 engages the upper stop
414A and a lower stop position, where the lower stops
on the floorboard 110 engage the base of the frame 14.
In the illustrated embodiment, the "neutral position" is
equal to a predefined position falling within a range equal
to 6 15% of a centered position. The first member 432
of the adjustable spring and damper assembly 430 is
positioned as shown in Fig. 7C when the floorboard 110

is positioned in its upper stop position, the first member
432 is positioned as shown in Fig. 7E when the floorboard
110 is positioned in its lower stop position and the first
member 432 is positioned as shown in Fig. 7D when the
floorboard 110 is positioned in its neutral position. The
maximum distance that the floorboard 110 moves be-
tween its upper and lower stop positions may be from
about 1 inch to about 5 inches and preferably is about 2
inches.
[0059] When a light-weight operator is positioned on
the floorboard 110, the floorboard 110 may be spaced
from the neutral position toward the upper stop 414A.
Conversely, when a heavy-weight operator is positioned
on the floorboard 110, the floorboard 110 may be spaced
from the neutral position toward the base 14B of the frame
14. So as to allow the floorboard 110 to be located in its
neutral position subsequent to an operator stepping onto
the floorboard 110, an operator grips the lever portion
436C and rotates the second member 436 in an appro-
priate direction so as to change the preload on the spring
440 as well as its angular orientation such that the floor-
board 110 is repositioned to its neutral position. A mark
(not shown) may be provided on a wall of the frame which,
when aligned with the floorboard 110, indicates to the
operator that the floorboard 110 has been moved to its
neutral position. It is believed that the floorboard 110 may
accommodate an operator having a weight that falls with-
in a substantially broad range, e.g., from about 100
pounds to about 300 pounds, and yet still be moved to
its neutral position by varying the preload on and angular
position of the spring 440.
[0060] It is preferred that the operator support assem-
bly 400 have a natural frequency between about 1.5 to
about 2.5 Hz. It is further preferred that the floorboard
110 typically move only within a range of positions well
within its upper and lower stop positions during normal
operation of the truck 10. It is believed that an energy
absorbing structure 420 coupled to a floorboard 100 sup-
porting an operator having a weight between about 100
pounds and 300 pounds and capable of achieving these
two objections may include a spring 440 having a relaxed
length (prior to being coupled to the first and second
members 432 and 436) of from about 6 inches to about
10 inches, and a spring rate of from about 50 pounds/
inch to about 200 pounds/inch.
[0061] It is noted that the energy absorbing structure
420 is small in size so as to allow the structure 420 to be
easily housed or located behind a rider compartment in-
terior wall of the main body frame 14.
[0062] It is believed that the operator support assembly
400 is advantageous as it minimizes shock and vibration
transmission to an operator; reduces vehicle ride harsh-
ness; allows for significant operator weight range, e.g.,
100 pounds to 300 pounds; provides an acceptable ride
quality, i.e., softness, during vehicle operation; maintains
an acceptable firmness when an operator enters and ex-
its the vehicle; and may be manufactured at an accept-
able cost.
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[0063] An operator support assembly 500 constructed
in accordance with a fifth embodiment of the present in-
vention is illustrated in Fig. 8, where like reference nu-
merals indicate like elements. The operator support as-
sembly 500 may be incorporated into a truck similar to
the one illustrated in Fig. 1 or other materials handling
vehicles. The operator support assembly 500 comprises
a  suspended floorboard 110 and an energy absorbing
structure 520 coupled to the truck main body frame 14
and the suspended floorboard 110 for absorbing and dis-
sipating at least a portion of energy resulting from distur-
bances encountered by the truck as it moves across a
floor surface prior to the energy portion reaching the op-
erator standing on the suspended floorboard 110. The
energy absorbing structure 520 comprises a mast as-
sembly 130 and an adjustable spring and damper as-
sembly 530.
[0064] The mast assembly 130 is constructed in the
same manner as the one illustrated in Figs. 2-4. It com-
prises a channel 132A fixedly coupled to the frame 14 of
the truck main body 12, and a carriage assembly 134A
capable of vertical movement within the channel 132A.
The carriage assembly 134A comprises a main body 136
and a floorboard support 136C.
[0065] The adjustable spring and damper assembly
530 comprises a first member 532 pivotable about a first
pivot point 534 defined by a pin 534A coupling the first
member 532 to a wall 14D of the truck main body frame
14, and a second member 536 pivotable about a second
pivot point 538 defined by a pin 538A coupling the second
member 536 to the wall 14D of the truck main body frame
14. The first pivot point 534 is spaced from the second
pivot point 538. A cable 532A extends from the first mem-
ber 532 and is fixedly coupled to the carriage assembly
134A such that upward and downward movement of the
carriage assembly 134A is transferred to the first member
532.
[0066] An extension spring 540 extends between and
is coupled to the first and second members 532 and 536,
while a damper 544 extends between and is coupled to
the first member 532 and the wall 14D. A first end 540A
of the spring 540 is coupled to a bolt 532A extending from
the first member 532. A second end 540B of the spring
540 is coupled to a bolt 536A extending from the second
member 536. A piston rod 544A of the damper 544 is
coupled to the first member 532. A cylinder 544B of the
damper 544 is coupled to a bolt/block combination 14F
extending from the wall 14D.
[0067] The floorboard support 136C is positioned be-
neath the floorboard 110 and supports the floorboard 110
within the truck rider compartment. The carriage assem-
bly 134A functions as the sole support for the floorboard
110; hence, the floorboard 110 is suspended in the rider
compartment on the carriage assembly 134A. The floor-
board 110 moves with the carriage assembly 134A. As
noted above, the cable 532A extends from the first mem-
ber 532 and is fixedly coupled to the carriage assembly
134A. Hence, movement of the carriage assembly 134A

and the floorboard 110 is transferred to the first member
532.
[0068] The spring 540 functions to absorb at least a
portion of energy resulting from the disturbances encoun-
tered by the truck 10 as it moves along a floor surface.
The spring 540 extends or retracts resulting in potential
energy being stored by the spring 540. The damper 544
functions to absorb the energy resulting from the spring
540 as the spring 540 retracts and extends, i.e., the
damper 544 converts the energy stored in the spring 540
into heat. The damper 544 further performs a damping
function as the spring 540 is extended or retracted. By
absorbing and dissipating the energy resulting from dis-
turbances encountered by the truck, the spring 540 and
damper 544 function to substantially reduce impact and
vibration energy from reaching the operator standing on
the floorboard 110.
[0069] The second member 536 includes a tab 536D
having an opening for receiving a cable 536E, which may
be gripped by an operator to adjust the angular position
of the second member 536 relative to the wall 14D. Once
the angle of the second member 536 has been adjusted,
the cable is tied to an element (not shown) extending
from the wall 14D so as to retain the second member 536
in the set position. By changing the angular position of
the second member 536, the preload on the spring 540
as well as its angular position relative to the first member
532 may be varied. When rotating the second member
536 counter-clockwise, the force applied by the spring
540 in a Y direction to the carriage assembly 134A in-
creases. Conversely, when rotating the second member
536 clockwise, the force applied by the spring 540 in a
Y direction to the carriage assembly 134A decreases.
[0070] An upper stop (not shown) is fixedly coupled to
the truck main body frame 14 so as to limit upward move-
ment of the floorboard 110. One or more lower stops (not
shown) are fixed to a lower surface 110D of the floorboard
110 to limit downward movement of the floorboard 110
relative to the base (not shown in Fig. 8) of the frame 14,
i.e., the lower stops engage the base to prevent further
downward movement of the floorboard 110. The upper
and lower stops may be made of natural rubber, ure-
thane, silicone or other like elastomeric type material.
The stops in a preferred embodiment provide a force de-
flection characteristic, i.e., they deflect by x amount when
a force F is applied against the stop, as described by the
following polynomial equation: 

wherein F = force, and x = deflection.
[0071] Preferably, the floorboard 110 is located in a
neutral position between an upper stop position, where
the floorboard 110 engages the upper stop and a lower
stop position, where the lower stops on the floorboard
110 engage the base of the frame 14. In the illustrated
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embodiment, the "neutral position" is equal to a prede-
fined position falling within a range equal to 6 15% of a
centered position.
[0072] When a light-weight operator is positioned on
the floorboard 110, the floorboard 110 may be spaced
from the neutral position toward the upper stop. Con-
versely, when a heavy-weight operator is positioned on
the floorboard 110, the floorboard 110 may be spaced
from the neutral position toward the base of the frame
14. So as to allow the floorboard 110 to be positioned in
its neutral position subsequent to an operator stepping
onto the floorboard 110, an operator grips the cable 536E
and pulls it so as to rotate the second member 536 in an
appropriate direction to change the preload on the spring
540 as well as its angular orientation such that the floor-
board 110 is repositioned to its neutral position. A mark
(not shown) may be provided on a wall of the frame which,
when aligned with the floorboard 110, indicates to the
operator that the floorboard 110 has been moved to its
neutral position. It is believed that the floorboard 110 may
accommodate an operator having a weight that falls with-
in a substantially broad range, e.g., from about 100
pounds to about 300 pounds, and yet still be moved to
its neutral position by varying the preload on the spring
440.
[0073] An operator support assembly 600 constructed
in accordance with a sixth embodiment of the present
invention is illustrated in Fig. 9, where like reference nu-
merals indicate like elements. The operator support as-
sembly 600 may be incorporated into a truck similar to
the one illustrated in Fig. 1 or other materials handling
vehicles. The operator support assembly 600 comprises
a suspended floorboard 110 and an energy absorbing
structure 620 coupled to the truck main body frame 14
and the suspended floorboard 110 for absorbing and dis-
sipating at least a portion of energy resulting from distur-
bances encountered by the truck as it moves across a
floor surface prior to the energy portion reaching the op-
erator standing on the suspended floorboard 110. The
energy absorbing structure 620 comprises a mast as-
sembly 130 and a suspension system 630.
[0074] The mast assembly 130 is constructed in the
same manner as the one illustrated in Figs. 2-4. It com-
prises a channel 132A fixedly coupled to the frame 14 of
the truck main body 12, and a carriage assembly 134A
capable of vertical movement within the channel 132A.
The carriage assembly 134A comprises a main body 136
and a floorboard support 136C.
[0075] The suspension system 630 comprises a hy-
draulic piston/cylinder unit 640, a needle valve 650, an
air charged accumulator 660 (also referred to herein as
a ride accumulator) and tubing 670. A cylinder 642 of the
unit 640 is fixed to the frame 14 of the truck main body
12. A piston rod 644 of the unit 640 is bolted to the main
body 136 of the carriage assembly 134A such that the
piston rod 644 moves with the floorboard 110. The piston
rod 644 is threaded into, bolted or  otherwise coupled to
a piston 644A, which also forms part of the unit 640 and

is movable within the cylinder 642. A first portion 642A
of the cylinder 642, i.e., the portion above the piston
644A, is provided with an opening 642B so as to permit
air A at atmospheric pressure to enter into the cylinder
portion 642A. A second portion 642C of the cylinder 642,
i.e., the portion below the piston 644A, is filled with hy-
draulic fluid HF. Hence, the piston 644A separates the
two cylinder portions 642A and 642C and defines a bar-
rier so as to prevent air and hydraulic fluid HF from mixing
within the cylinder 642.
[0076] The needle valve 650 restricts or limits hydraulic
fluid flow from the hydraulic piston/cylinder unit 640 into
the air charged accumulator 660 and from the air charged
accumulator 660 into the unit 640.
[0077] A diaphragm 661 is provided within the accu-
mulator 660 to separate the interior of the accumulator
660 into a lower portion 660A and an upper portion 660B.
The lower portion 660A is filled with hydraulic fluid HF,
while the upper portion 660B is filled with pressurized air
PA. It is contemplated that the upper portion 660B may
be filled with another gas, such as nitrogen gas. In the
embodiment illustrated in Fig. 9, the quantity of the air
PA in the accumulator upper portion 660B is not changed
once the upper portion 660B is pressurized during man-
ufacturing. The pressurized air PA applies a force to the
hydraulic fluid HF such that the fluid HF within the accu-
mulator 660 and the cylinder 642 is under pressure. The
tubing 670 allows hydraulic fluid HF to move from the
piston/cylinder unit 640 through the needle valve 650 into
the accumulator 660 and from the accumulator 660
through the needle valve 650 into the piston/cylinder unit
640. It is contemplated that the diaphragm type accumu-
lator illustrated in Fig. 9 may be replaced by other known
types of equivalent accumulators such as piston/cylinder
type or bladder type accumulators.
[0078] The floorboard support 136C is positioned be-
neath the floorboard 110 and supports the floorboard 110
within the truck rider compartment. The carriage assem-
bly 134A functions as the sole support for the floorboard
110; hence, the floorboard 110 is suspended in the rider
compartment on the carriage assembly 134A. The floor-
board 110 moves with the carriage assembly 134A. As
noted above, the piston rod 644 is fixedly coupled to the
carriage assembly 134A. Hence, movement of the car-
riage assembly 134A and the floorboard 110 is trans-
ferred to the piston rod 644 and the piston 644A.
[0079] When a truck including the operator support as-
sembly 600 travels over a hole, the piston 644A and pis-
ton rod 644 move upward in the cylinder 642, see direc-
tion arrow A in Fig. 9. This movement causes hydraulic
fluid HF to be supplied by the accumulator 660 through
the needle  valve 650 into the cylinder second portion
642C. After hydraulic fluid HF is supplied to the cylinder
second portion 642C, the piston 644A and piston rod 644
move in the opposite direction, i.e., downward in the cyl-
inder 642, due to re-application of the weight of the op-
erator to the floorboard 110, causing hydraulic fluid HF
to be forced in a reverse direction through the needle
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valve 650 into the accumulator 660. The needle valve
650 produces a damping effect. That is, the needle valve
650 functions to convert kinetic energy of the moving
pressurized fluid, i.e., the hydraulic fluid moving from the
accumulator 660 through the needle valve 650 into the
cylinder 642 and from the cylinder 642 through the needle
valve 650 into the accumulator 660, into heat. The damp-
ing rate of the needle valve 650 is defined by the size of
the opening within the needle valve 650 and the proper-
ties of the hydraulic fluid HF.
[0080] When the truck including the operator support
assembly 600 travels over a bump, the piston 644A and
piston rod 644 move downward in the cylinder 642, see
direction arrow B in Fig. 9. This movement causes hy-
draulic fluid HF to be forced from the cylinder second
portion 642C through the needle valve 650 into the ac-
cumulator 660. After hydraulic fluid HF is forced by the
piston 644A through the needle valve 650 into the accu-
mulator 660, the pressurized air PA within the accumu-
lator 660 acts to force hydraulic fluid in a reverse direction
back through the needle valve 650 into the cylinder 642.
The needle valve 650 produces a damping effect in re-
sponse to fluid movement. That is, the needle valve 650
functions to convert kinetic energy of the moving pres-
surized hydraulic fluid HF, i.e., the hydraulic fluid HF mov-
ing from the cylinder 642 through the needle valve 650
into the accumulator 660 and from the accumulator 660
through the needle valve 650 into the cylinder 642, into
heat. The air and the accumulator 660 function as a
spring. That is, the accumulator 660 and the air function
to store potential energy resulting from hydraulic fluid HF
being forced from the cylinder second portion 642C
through the needle valve 650 into the accumulator 660
due to downward movement of the piston 644A.
[0081] By absorbing and dissipating the energy result-
ing from the disturbances encountered by the truck, the
suspension system 630 functions to substantially reduce
impact and vibration energy from reaching the operator
standing on the floorboard 110.
[0082] An upper stop (not shown) is fixedly coupled to
the truck main body frame 14 so as to limit upward move-
ment of the floorboard 110. One or more lower stops (not
shown) are fixed to a lower surface 110D of the floorboard
110 to limit downward movement of the floorboard 110
relative to a base (not shown in Fig. 9) of the frame 14,
i.e., the lower stops engage the base to prevent further
downward movement of the floorboard 110. The upper
and lower stops may be made of natural rubber, ure-
thane, silicone or other like elastomeric type material.
The stops in a  preferred embodiment provide a force
deflection characteristic, i.e., they deflect by x amount
when a force F is applied against the stop, as described
by the following polynomial equation: 

wherein F = force, and x = deflection.
[0083] Preferably, the floorboard 110 is located in a
neutral position between an upper stop position, where
the floorboard 110 engages the upper stop and a lower
stop position, where the lower stops on the floorboard
110 engage the base of the frame 14. In the illustrated
embodiment, the "neutral position" is equal to a prede-
fined position falling within a range equal to 6 15% of a
centered position.
[0084] Preferably, the quantity of the air PA in the ac-
cumulator 660 (or a corresponding air pressure within
the accumulator 660 when an operator is not positioned
on the floorboard 110) is selected so that when an oper-
ator, having a predetermined weight, is positioned on the
floorboard 110, the floorboard 110 remains within a pre-
defined range of the neutral position, e.g., within a range
equal to +/- 15% of the neutral position. For example, if
the accumulator 660 is precharged to a first pressure,
such as 67 pounds/inch2, an operator having a weight
within a first weight range, such as from about 250
pounds to about 300 pounds, may be positioned on the
floorboard 110, with the floorboard 110 remaining within
the predefined range of the neutral position under normal
operating conditions. As a further example, if the accu-
mulator 660 is precharged to a second pressure, such
as 30 pounds/inch2, an operator having a weight within
a second weight range, such as from about 100 pounds
to about 125 pounds, may be positioned on the floorboard
110, with the floorboard 110 remaining within the prede-
fined range of the neutral position under normal operating
conditions. Further, the size of the opening or orifice in
the needle valve 650 and the properties of the hydraulic
fluid HF are preferably selected so as to define a flow
rate through the needle valve 650 such that the floorboard
110 is prevented from engaging the upper stop when the
truck moves over bumps or obstructions of a size typically
encountered by such trucks and further to allow the nee-
dle valve 650 to quickly damp out energy resulting from
disturbances typically encountered by the truck.
[0085] An operator support assembly 700 constructed
in accordance with a seventh embodiment of the present
invention is illustrated in Fig. 10, where like reference
numerals indicate like elements. The operator support
assembly 700 may be incorporated into a truck similar
to the one illustrated in Fig. 1 or other materials handling
vehicles. The operator support assembly 700 comprises
a suspended floorboard 110 and an energy absorbing
structure 720 coupled to the truck main body frame 14
and the suspended floorboard 110 for absorbing and dis-
sipating at least  a portion of energy resulting from dis-
turbances encountered by the truck as it moves across
a floor surface prior to the energy portion reaching the
operator standing on the suspended floorboard 110. The
energy absorbing structure 720 comprises a mast as-
sembly 130 and a suspension system 730.
[0086] The mast assembly 130 is constructed in the
same manner as the one illustrated in Figs. 2-4. It com-
prises a channel 132A fixedly coupled to the frame 14 of
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the truck main body 12, and a carriage assembly 134A
capable of vertical movement within the channel 132A.
The carriage assembly 134A comprises a main body 136
and a floorboard support 136C.
[0087] The suspension system 730 comprises a hy-
draulic piston/cylinder unit 640, a 2 position 4-way pro-
portional valve 740, a ride accumulator 742, a first flow
restrictor or orifice 750, a 2-way blocking type pneumatic
valve 760, a height adjust accumulator 762, a second
flow restrictor or orifice 752, a 2 position 3-way solenoid
valve 770, a processor 780 and tubing 790 extending
between the piston/cylinder unit 640, the valves 740, 760
and 770, the accumulators 742 and 762 and the orifices
750 and 752. The operation of the valves 740, 760 and
770 is controlled via the processor 780.
[0088] The piston/cylinder unit 640 is constructed in
the same manner as the one illustrated in Fig. 9. It com-
prises a cylinder 642 fixed to the frame 14 of the truck
main body 12. A piston rod 644 of the unit 640 is bolted
to the main body 136 of the carriage assembly 134A such
that the piston rod 644 moves with the floorboard 110.
The piston rod 644 is threaded into, bolted or otherwise
coupled to a piston 644A, which also forms part of the
unit 640 and is movable within the cylinder 642. A first
portion 642A of the cylinder 642, i.e., the portion above
the piston 644A, is provided with an opening 642B so as
to permit air A at atmospheric pressure to enter into the
cylinder portion 642A. A second portion 642C of the cyl-
inder 642, i.e., the portion below the piston 644A, is filled
with hydraulic fluid HF.
[0089] As noted above, the operation of the 2 position
4-way proportional valve 740 is controlled via the proc-
essor 780. In a first position, the valve 740 is in a closed
state such that hydraulic fluid is not permitted to enter or
leave the cylinder second portion 642C. When in its
closed state, the valve 740 maintains the fluid volume
within the cylinder 642 constant so as to lock the floor-
board 110 in a fixed position relative to the frame 14 of
the truck main body 12. The floorboard 110, when locked
in a fixed position, provides an operator with a firm feel
as he/she steps into or out of the rider compartment 30.
The processor 780 may function to move the valve 740
to its first position when the truck is not in motion, e.g.,
when power is not being delivered to the first and second
driven wheels.
[0090] In a second position, the valve 740 is in an
opened state to allow hydraulic fluid HF to flow from the
cylinder 642 to the accumulator 742 and from the accu-
mulator 742 to the cylinder 642. The size of the opening
within the valve 740 is controlled via the processor 780
such that the valve 740 performs a damping function.
The valve opening is preferably defined so as to effect
an optimal damping function, i.e., to quickly damp out
energy resulting from disturbances encountered by the
truck. In the illustrated embodiment, the processor 780
opens the valve 740 when an operator selects a direction
of travel such that power is provided to the first and sec-
ond driven wheels. It is preferred that the processor 780

open the valve 740 slowly so as to make any movement
of the floorboard 110 upon being unlocked substantially
unnoticeable to the operator. The processor 780 may
close the valve 740 so as to lock the floorboard 110 in
position when an operator is no longer depressing the
presence sensor 40.
[0091] A diaphragm 743 is provided within the ride ac-
cumulator 742 to separate the interior of the accumulator
742 into a lower portion 742A and an upper portion 742B.
The lower portion 742A of the ride accumulator 742 is
filled with hydraulic fluid HF, while the upper portion 742B
is filled with pressurized air PA. It is contemplated that
the upper portion 742B may be filled with another gas,
such as nitrogen gas. As will be discussed below, the
quantity of air PA in the accumulator upper portion 742B
may be varied. When the valve 740 is in its second po-
sition, the pressurized air PA in the accumulator upper
portion 742B applies a force to the hydraulic fluid HF in
the accumulator lower portion 742A such that the pres-
sure of the hydraulic fluid HF in the accumulator lower
portion 742A and the cylinder second portion 642C is
substantially the same. It is also noted that when the valve
740 is in its second position, tubing 790 extending be-
tween the cylinder 642, the valve 740 and the accumu-
lator 742 defines a path for hydraulic fluid HF to move
from the piston/cylinder unit 640 through the valve 740
into the accumulator 742 and from the accumulator 742
through the valve 740 into the piston/cylinder unit 640. It
is contemplated that the diaphragm type accumulator
742 may be replaced by other known types of equivalent
accumulators such as piston/cylinder type or bladder
type accumulators.
[0092] As will be discussed below, when the processor
780 is not effecting a floorboard height adjustment oper-
ation, it maintains the 2-way block type pneumatic valve
760 in a closed state. With the valve 760 closed, pres-
surized air does not enter or leave the accumulator 742.
[0093] The floorboard support 136C is positioned be-
neath the floorboard 110 and supports the floorboard 110
within the truck rider compartment. The carriage assem-
bly 134A functions as the sole support for the floorboard
110; hence, the floorboard 110 is suspended in the rider
compartment on the carriage assembly 134A. The floor-
board 110 moves with the carriage  assembly 134A. As
noted above, the piston rod 644 is fixedly coupled to the
carriage assembly 134A. Hence, movement of the car-
riage assembly 134A and the floorboard 110 is trans-
ferred to the piston rod 644 and the piston 644A.
[0094] Presuming the valve 740 is in its second posi-
tion and valve 760 is in its closed state, when a truck
including the operator support assembly 700 travels over
a hole, the piston 644A and piston rod 644 move upward
in the cylinder 642, see direction arrow A in Fig. 10. This
movement causes hydraulic fluid HF to be supplied by
the accumulator 742 through the valve 740 into the cyl-
inder second portion 642C. After hydraulic fluid HF is
supplied to the cylinder second portion 642C, the piston
644A and piston rod 644 move in the opposite direction,
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i.e., downward in the cylinder 642, due to re-application
of the weight of the operator to the floorboard 110, caus-
ing hydraulic fluid HF to be forced in a reverse direction
through the valve 740 into the accumulator 742. As noted
above, the opening within the valve 740 is preferably de-
fined by the processor 780 so as to optimize damping.
The valve 740 effects damping by converting kinetic en-
ergy of the moving pressurized fluid, i.e., the hydraulic
fluid moving from accumulator 742 through the valve 740
into the cylinder 642 and from the cylinder 642 through
the valve 740 into the accumulator 742, into heat.
[0095] Presuming again that the valve 740 is in its sec-
ond position and valve 760 is in its closed state, when
the truck including the operator support assembly 700
travels over a bump, the piston 644A and piston rod 644
move downward in the cylinder 642, see direction arrow
B in Fig. 10. This movement causes hydraulic fluid HF
to be forced from the cylinder second portion 642C
through the valve 740 into the accumulator 742. After
hydraulic fluid HF is forced by the piston 644A through
the valve 740 into the accumulator 742, the resulting in-
creased air pressure within the accumulator 742 acts to
force hydraulic fluid in a reverse direction back through
the valve 740 into the cylinder 642. As noted above, the
valve 740 produces a damping effect in response to fluid
movement. That is, the valve 740 functions to convert
kinetic energy of the moving pressurized hydraulic fluid
HF, i.e., the hydraulic fluid HF moving from the cylinder
642 through the valve 740 into the accumulator 742 and
from the accumulator 742 through the valve 740 into the
cylinder 642, into heat. The air and the accumulator 742
function as a spring. That is, the accumulator 742 and
air function to store potential energy resulting from hy-
draulic fluid HF being forced from the cylinder second
portion 642C through the valve 740 into the accumulator
742.
[0096] An upper stop (not shown in Fig. 10) is fixedly
coupled to the truck main body frame 14 so as to limit
upward movement of the floorboard 110. One or more
lower stops (not shown) are fixed to a lower surface 110D
of the floorboard 110 to limit downward movement of the
floorboard 110 relative to the base (not shown in Fig. 10)
of the frame 14, i.e., the lower stops engage the base to
prevent further downward movement of the floorboard
110. The upper and lower stops may be made of natural
rubber, urethane, silicone or other like elastomeric type
material. The stops in a preferred embodiment provide
a force deflection characteristic, i.e., they deflect by x
amount when a force F is applied against the stop, as
described by the following polynomial equation: 

wherein F = force, and x = deflection.
[0097] Preferably, the floorboard 110 is located in a
neutral position between an upper stop position, where

the floorboard 110 engages the upper stop and a lower
stop position, where the lower stops on the floorboard
110 engage the base of the frame 14. In the illustrated
embodiment, the "neutral position" is equal to a prede-
fined position falling within a range equal to 6 15% of a
centered position.
[0098] When a light-weight operator steps onto the
floorboard 110, the floorboard 110, after being unlocked,
may move so as to be spaced from the neutral position
toward the upper stop. Conversely, when a heavy-weight
operator steps onto the floorboard 110, the floorboard
110, after being unlocked, may move so as to be spaced
from the neutral position toward the base of the frame
14. To allow the floorboard 110 to be moved to its neutral
position after an operator steps onto the floorboard 110
and the floorboard 110 is unlocked, the processor 780
effects a floorboard height adjustment operation. Such
an operation is effected in the illustrated embodiment just
after the floorboard 110 is unlocked. As noted above, the
floorboard 110 may be unlocked when an operator,
standing on the floorboard 110, selects a direction of trav-
el for the truck, i.e., when power is provided to the first
and second driven wheels.
[0099] A sensor 744, such as a conventional linear po-
sition sensor, fixed to the main body frame 14, may be
provided to detect when the floorboard is spaced from
its predefined neutral position. Alternatively, switches,
such as conventional microswitches, may be provided to
sense when the floorboard 110 has moved away from its
neutral position. As will be discussed further below, the
processor 780, when effecting a floorboard height ad-
justment operation, controls the operation of the 2 posi-
tion 4-way proportional valve 740, the 2-way blocking
type pneumatic valve 760, and the 2 position 3-way so-
lenoid valve 770 to move the floorboard 110 to its neutral
position. It is believed that the floorboard 110 may ac-
commodate an operator having a weight that falls within
a substantially broad range, e.g., from about 100 pounds
to about 300 pounds, and yet still be  moved to its neutral
position after the operator steps onto the floorboard 110
and the floorboard 110 is unlocked.
[0100] When the processor 780 determines during a
floorboard height adjustment operation, based on signals
generated by the sensor 744, that the floorboard 110
needs to be moved upward relative to the truck main
body frame 14, the processor 780 causes pressurized
air to be added to the accumulator 742. When the proc-
essor 780 determines during a floorboard height adjust-
ment operation, based on signals generated by the sen-
sor 744, that the floorboard 110 needs to be moved down-
ward relative to the truck main body frame 14, the proc-
essor 780 releases pressurized air from the accumulator
742. Apparatus and process steps for adding pressurized
air to or releasing pressurized air from the accumulator
742 will now be discussed.
[0101] When the processor 780 is not effecting a floor-
board height adjustment operation, it maintains the 2-
way block type pneumatic valve 760 in a closed state.
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With the valve 760 closed, pressurized air does not enter
or leave the accumulator 742.
[0102] A diaphragm 763 is provided within the height
adjust accumulator 762 to separate the interior of the
accumulator 762 into a lower portion 762A and an upper
portion 762B. As will be discussed further below, the low-
er portion 762A of the accumulator 762 may be filled with
hydraulic fluid HF, while the upper portion 762B of the
accumulator 762 may contain pressurized air PA. It is
contemplated that the upper portion 762B may contain
another gas, such as nitrogen gas. It is further contem-
plated that the diaphragm type accumulator 762 may be
replaced by other known types of equivalent accumula-
tors such as piston/cylinder type or bladder type accu-
mulators. For example, a piston/cylinder type accumula-
tor may be beneficial as they typically have a range of
usable volume which is greater than that of a diaphragm
type accumulator.
[0103] When the processor 780 is not effecting a floor-
board height adjustment operation, it maintains the 2 po-
sition 3-way solenoid valve 770 in a first position to allow
hydraulic fluid contained in the lower portion 762A of the
accumulator 762 to drain from the lower portion 762A
through the valve 770 into a hydraulic fluid reservoir 784.
[0104] The total amount of air in the accumulators 742
and 762 is fixed. However, air may be moved from the
ride accumulator 742 to the height adjust accumulator
762 and vice versa. Hence, the portion of the air in the
accumulator 742, which portion comprises part of the to-
tal quantity of air in the accumulators 742 and 762, may
be varied.
[0105] When the processor 780 determines during a
floorboard height adjustment operation, based on signals
generated by the sensor 744, that the floorboard 110
needs to be moved upward relative to the truck main
body frame 14, the processor 780 initially maintains the
2-way block  type pneumatic valve 760 in its closed state.
With the valve 760 in its closed state, the processor 780
causes the 2 position 3-way solenoid valve 770 to move
to a second position. When in its second position, the
valve 770 allows hydraulic fluid HF provided by a source
of pressurized hydraulic fluid 782, such as a hydraulic
pump, to pass through the valve 770 into the lower portion
762A of the accumulator 762. Pressurized hydraulic fluid
HF entering the accumulator 762 causes the pressure of
the air within the upper portion 762B of the accumulator
762 to increase. Just after the valve 770 is moved to its
second position, the processor 780 causes the 2-way
block type pneumatic valve 760 to move to its open state,
resulting in pressurized air flowing through the valve 760
into the ride accumulator 742.
[0106] An increase in the air quantity within the upper
portion 742B of the accumulator 742 results in an in-
crease in hydraulic fluid pressure within both the accu-
mulator 742 and the cylinder 642. In the illustrated em-
bodiment, the valve 740 is opened prior to the processor
780 effecting the floorboard height adjustment operation
as the height adjustment operation occurs just after the

floorboard 110 is unlocked by opening the valve 740. The
increased fluid quantity within the cylinder 642 causes
the floorboard 110 to move upward relative to the truck
main body frame 14. Once the floorboard 110 is raised
to its neutral position, as sensed by the sensor 744, the
processor 780 causes the valve 760 to move to its closed
state and subsequently causes the valve 770 to move to
its first position. As noted above, when the valve 770 is
moved to its first position, hydraulic fluid drains from the
lower portion 762A of the accumulator 762 through the
valve 770 into a hydraulic fluid reservoir 784.
[0107] The first flow restrictor or orifice 750 limits the
rate at which pressurized air passes from the height ad-
just accumulator 762 to the ride accumulator 742 and the
second flow restrictor or orifice 752 limits the rate at which
pressurized hydraulic fluid moves into the lower portion
762A of the accumulator 762. By restricting the flow of
air through the first restrictor 750 and the flow of fluid
through the second restrictor 752, the rate at which the
floorboard 110 is raised is limited to an acceptable value.
[0108] When the processor 780 determines during a
floorboard height adjustment operation, based on signals
generated by the sensor 744, that the floorboard 110
needs to be moved downward relative to the truck main
body frame 14, the processor 780 moves the 2-way block
type pneumatic valve 760 to its open state. The valve
770 is normally in its first position. The processor 780
does not change the position of the valve 770 when the
floorboard 110 is lowered. Because the valve 770 is in
its first position, little if any hydraulic fluid HF is contained
in the lower portion 762A of the accumulator 762. With
little or no hydraulic fluid provided in the  accumulator
lower portion 762A, the air pressure within the upper por-
tion 762B of the accumulator 762 is low and, typically, is
substantially lower than the air pressure within the upper
portion 742B of the accumulator 742. Hence, once the
valve 760 is moved to its open state, pressurized air is
released from the upper portion 742B of the accumulator
742 and moves into the upper portion 762B of the accu-
mulator 762. Once the floorboard 110 is lowered to its
neutral position, as sensed by the sensor 744, the proc-
essor 780 causes the valve 760 to move to its closed
state.
[0109] The first flow restrictor or orifice 750 limits the
rate at which pressurized air exits the ride accumulator
742. By restricting the flow of air through the first restrictor
750, the rate at which the floorboard 110 is lowered falls
within an acceptable range, i.e., the floorboard 110 is not
lowered too quickly.
[0110] An operator support assembly 800 constructed
in accordance with an eighth embodiment of the present
invention is illustrated in Fig. 11, where like reference
numerals indicate like elements. The operator support
assembly 800 may be incorporated into a truck similar
to the one illustrated in Fig. 1 or other materials handling
vehicles. The operator support assembly 800 comprises
a suspended floorboard 110 and an energy absorbing
structure 820 coupled to the truck main body frame 14
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and the suspended floorboard 110 for absorbing and dis-
sipating at least a portion of energy resulting from distur-
bances encountered by the truck as it moves across a
floor surface prior to the energy portion reaching the op-
erator standing on the suspended floorboard 110. The
energy absorbing structure 820 comprises a mast as-
sembly 130 and a suspension system 830.
[0111] The mast assembly 130 is constructed in the
same manner as the one illustrated in Figs. 2-4. It com-
prises a channel 132A fixedly coupled to the frame 14 of
the truck main body 12, and a carriage assembly 134A
capable of vertical movement within the channel 132A.
The carriage assembly 134A comprises a main body 136
and a floorboard support 136C.
[0112] The suspension system 830 comprises a hy-
draulic piston/cylinder unit 640, a needle valve 650, an
air charged accumulator 660, a two-way normally closed
poppet type valve 832, a 2 position 3-way solenoid valve
770, an orifice 834, a processor 880 and tubing 836 ex-
tending between the piston/cylinder unit 640, the valves
650, 832 and 770, the accumulator 660 and the orifice
834. The operation of the valves 832 and 770 is controlled
via the processor 880.
[0113] The piston/cylinder unit 640, needle valve 650
and air charged accumulator 660 are constructed in es-
sentially the same manner as the unit 640, valve 650 and
accumulator 660 illustrated in Fig. 9.
[0114] The floorboard support 136C is positioned be-
neath the floorboard 110 and supports the floorboard 110
within the truck rider compartment. The carriage assem-
bly 134A functions as the sole support for the floorboard
110; hence, the floorboard 110 is suspended in the rider
compartment on the carriage assembly 134A. The floor-
board 110 moves with the carriage assembly 134A. As
noted above, the piston rod 644 is fixedly coupled to the
carriage assembly 134A. Hence, movement of the car-
riage assembly 134A and the floorboard 110 is trans-
ferred to the piston rod 644 and the piston 644A.
[0115] When a truck including the operator support as-
sembly 800 travels over a hole, the piston 644A and pis-
ton rod 644 move upward in the cylinder 642, see direc-
tion arrow A in Fig. 11. This movement causes hydraulic
fluid HF to be supplied by the accumulator 660 through
the needle valve 650 into the cylinder second portion
642C. After hydraulic fluid HF is supplied to the cylinder
second portion 642C, the piston 644A and piston rod 644
move in the opposite direction, i.e., downward in the cyl-
inder 642, due to re-application of the weight of the op-
erator to the floorboard 110, causing hydraulic fluid HF
to be forced in a reverse direction through the needle
valve 650 into the accumulator 660. The needle valve
650 produces a damping effect. That is, the needle valve
650 functions to convert kinetic energy of the moving
pressurized fluid, i.e., the hydraulic fluid moving from the
accumulator 660 through the needle valve 650 into the
cylinder 642 and from the cylinder 642 through the needle
valve 650 into the accumulator 660, into heat. The damp-
ing rate of the needle valve 650 is defined by the size of

the opening within the needle valve 650 and the proper-
ties of the hydraulic fluid HF.
[0116] When the truck including the operator support
assembly 800 travels over a bump, the piston 644A and
piston rod 644 move downward in the cylinder 642, see
direction arrow B in Fig. 11. This movement causes hy-
draulic fluid HF to be forced from the cylinder second
portion 642C through the needle valve 650 into the ac-
cumulator 660. After hydraulic fluid HF is forced by the
piston 644A through the needle valve 650 into the accu-
mulator 660, the pressurized air PA within the accumu-
lator 660 acts to force hydraulic fluid in a reverse direction
back through the needle valve 650 into the cylinder 642.
The needle valve 650 produces a damping effect in re-
sponse to fluid movement. That is, the needle valve 650
functions to convert kinetic energy of the moving pres-
surized hydraulic fluid HF, i.e., the hydraulic fluid HF mov-
ing from the cylinder 642 through the needle valve 650
into the accumulator 660 and from the accumulator 660
through the needle valve 650 into the cylinder 642, into
heat. The air and the accumulator 660 function as a
spring. That is, the accumulator 660 and the air function
to store potential energy  resulting from hydraulic fluid
HF being forced from the cylinder second portion 642C
through the needle valve 650 into the accumulator 660
due to downward movement of the piston 644A.
[0117] By absorbing and dissipating the energy result-
ing from the disturbances encountered by the truck, the
suspension system 830 functions to substantially reduce
impact and vibration energy from reaching the operator
standing on the floorboard 110.
[0118] An upper stop (not shown) is fixedly coupled to
the truck main body frame 14 so as to limit upward move-
ment of the floorboard 110. One or more lower stops (not
shown) are fixed to a lower surface 110D of the floorboard
110 to limit downward movement of the floorboard 110
relative to a base (not shown in Fig. 11) of the frame 14,
i.e., the lower stops engage the base to prevent further
downward movement of the floorboard 110. The upper
and lower stops may be made of natural rubber, ure-
thane, silicone or other like elastomeric type material.
The stops in a preferred embodiment provide a force de-
flection characteristic, i.e., they deflect by x amount when
a force F is applied against the stop, as described by the
following polynomial equation: 

wherein F = force, and x = deflection.
[0119] Preferably, the floorboard 110 is located in a
neutral position between an upper stop position, where
the floorboard 110 engages the upper stop and a lower
stop position, where the lower stops on the floorboard
110 engage the base of the frame 14. In the illustrated
embodiment, the "neutral position" is equal to a prede-
fined position falling within a range equal to 6 15% of a
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centered position.
[0120] When a light-weight operator steps onto the
floorboard 110, the floorboard 110 may move so as to
be spaced from the neutral position toward the upper
stop. Conversely, when a heavy-weight operator steps
onto the floorboard 110, the floorboard 110 may move
so as to be spaced from the neutral position toward the
base of the frame 14. To allow the floorboard 110 to be
moved to its neutral position after an operator steps onto
the floorboard 110, the processor 880 effects a floorboard
height adjustment operation. Such an operation is effect-
ed in the illustrated embodiment just after an operator,
standing on the floorboard 110, selects a direction of trav-
el for the truck, i.e., when power is provided to the first
and second driven wheels. Alternatively, a floorboard
height adjustment operation may be effected just after
an operator enters the operator’s compartment and ac-
tivates the presence sensor 40.
[0121] A sensor 744, such as a conventional linear po-
sition sensor, fixed to the main body frame 14, may be
provided to detect when the floorboard 110 is spaced
from its predefined neutral position. Alternatively, switch-
es, such as conventional microswitches, may be provid-
ed to sense  when the floorboard 110 has moved away
from its neutral position. As will be discussed further be-
low, the processor 880, when effecting a floorboard
height adjustment operation, controls the operation of
the two-way normally closed poppet type valve 832 and
the 2 position 3-way solenoid valve 770 to move the floor-
board 110 to its neutral position. It is believed that the
floorboard 110 may accommodate an operator having a
weight that falls within a substantially broad range, e.g.,
from about 100 pounds to about 300 pounds, and yet still
be moved to its neutral position after the operator steps
onto the floorboard 110 and the floorboard 110 is un-
locked.
[0122] When the processor 880 determines during a
floorboard height adjustment operation, based on signals
generated by the sensor 744, that the floorboard 110
needs to be moved upward relative to the truck main
body frame 14, the processor 880 causes pressurized
fluid HF to be added to the lower portion 660A of the
accumulator 660 and the cylinder second portion 642C.
When the processor 880 determines during a floorboard
height adjustment operation, based on signals generated
by the sensor 744, that the floorboard 110 needs to be
moved downward relative to the truck main body frame
14, the processor 880 causes pressurized fluid HF to be
released from the accumulator lower portion 660A and
the cylinder second portion 642C. Apparatus and proc-
ess steps for adding pressurized fluid to or releasing pres-
surized fluid HF from the accumulator 660 will now be
discussed.
[0123] When the processor 880 is not effecting a floor-
board height adjustment operation, it maintains the 2 po-
sition 3-way solenoid valve 770 in a first position to allow
hydraulic fluid to pass through the valve 770 to a hydraulic
fluid reservoir 784.

[0124] When the processor 880 determines during a
floorboard height adjustment operation, based on signals
generated by the sensor 744, that the floorboard 110
needs to be moved upward relative to the truck main
body frame 14, the processor 880 causes the 2 position
3-way solenoid valve 770 to move to its second position.
When in its second position, the valve 770 allows hydrau-
lic fluid HF provided by a source of pressurized hydraulic
fluid 782, such as a hydraulic pump, to pass through the
valve 770. The pressurized hydraulic fluid HF also pass-
es through the valve 832 and enters into the lower portion
660A of the accumulator 660 as well as the cylinder 642.
The increased fluid quantity in the cylinder 642 causes
the floorboard 110 to move upward relative to the truck
main body frame 14. Once the floorboard 110 is raised
to its neutral position, as sensed by the sensor 744, the
processor 880 causes the valve 770 to return to its first
position such that pressurized fluid is no longer provided
to the accumulator 660 and the cylinder 642. The nor-
mally closed valve 832 is not actuated by the processor
880 when the floorboard 110 is  being raised. When the
valve 832 is not actuated, i.e., in its normally closed state,
the valve 832 only allows pressurized fluid to pass
through it and enter the accumulator 660 but does not
allow pressurized fluid to exit the accumulator 660.
[0125] The orifice 834 limits the rate at which pressu-
rized hydraulic fluid HF moves into the lower portion 660A
of the accumulator 660 and the cylinder 642. By restrict-
ing the flow of fluid through the orifice 834, the rate at
which the floorboard 110 is raised is limited to an accept-
able value.
[0126] When the processor 880 determines during a
floorboard height adjustment operation, based on signals
generated by the sensor 744, that the floorboard 110
needs to be moved downward relative to the truck main
body frame 14, the processor 880 moves the normally
closed valve 832 to its opened state, i.e., the valve 832
is actuated. The valve 832 is only actuated when the
floorboard 110 is being lowered. Hence, during all other
times, including normal operation of the truck, the valve
832 remains in its normally closed state. The processor
880 does not change the position of the valve 770 when
the floorboard 110 is lowered, i.e., the valve 770 remains
in its first position. Once the valve 832 is moved to its
opened state, pressurized fluid is released from the lower
portion 660A of the accumulator 660 and the cylinder
642, thereby reducing the fluid quantity in the cylinder
642. The reduced fluid quantity in the cylinder 642 causes
the floorboard 110 to move downward relative to the truck
main body frame 14. Once the floorboard 110 is lowered
to its neutral position, as sensed by the sensor 744, the
processor 880 causes the valve 832 to move to its nor-
mally closed state.
[0127] The orifice 834 again limits the rate at which
pressurized fluid exits the accumulator 660. By restricting
the flow of fluid through the orifice 834, the rate at which
the floorboard 110 is lowered falls within an acceptable
range, i.e., the floorboard 110 is not lowered too quickly.
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[0128] An operator support assembly 900 constructed
in accordance with a ninth embodiment of the present
invention is illustrated in Figs. 12-17, where like reference
numerals indicate like elements. The operator support
assembly 900 may be incorporated into a truck similar
to the one illustrated in Fig. 1 or other materials handling
vehicles. The operator support assembly 900 comprises
a suspended floorboard 910, which defines a floor in the
truck rider compartment, and an energy absorbing struc-
ture 920. In the illustrated embodiment, the operator sup-
port assembly 900 may comprise a single assembly,
which may be assembled as a single unit prior to being
mounted to the truck main body frame 14.
[0129] The energy absorbing structure 920 is coupled
to the truck main body frame 14 and the suspended floor-
board 910 for absorbing and dissipating at least a portion
of energy resulting from  disturbances encountered by
the truck 10 as it moves across a floor surface prior to
the energy portion reaching the operator standing on the
suspended floorboard 910. The disturbances may result
from the truck 10 passing over a continuously uneven
surface, or moving over large bumps or sharp drops in
the surface. In the embodiment illustrated in Figs. 12-17,
the energy absorbing structure 920 comprises a mast
assembly 930, first and second tension springs 940 and
942, a damper 944, and spring preload adjusting struc-
ture 950.
[0130] Referring now to Figs. 16 and 17, the mast as-
sembly 930 includes first, second, third and fourth guide
track blocks 932A-932D, which are fixedly coupled, such
as by welds, to a support plate 960. The support plate
960 is fastened to the truck frame 14 of the truck main
body 12 via bolts 960A. The mast assembly 930 further
comprises a carriage assembly 934 capable of vertical
movement along the track blocks 932A-932D, see Figs.
12-17. In the illustrated embodiment, the carriage assem-
bly 934 comprises a main body 936 and first, second,
third and fourth front load bearings 936A-936D and first
and second side load bearings 936E and 936F, see Fig.
15. The front load bearings 936A-936D are received in
guide tracks 933A-933D defined in the guide track blocks
932A-932D so as to allow the main body 936 to move
vertically along the track blocks 932A-932D and relative
to the fixed support plate 960. The first side load bearing
936E is received between opposing center plates 935A
and 935B of the guide track blocks 932A and 932B, re-
spectively, see Fig. 16. The second side load bearing
936F is received between opposing center plates 935C
and 935D of the guide track blocks 932C and 932D, re-
spectively.
[0131] The carriage assembly 934 further comprises
a floorboard support 937, which is fixedly coupled, such
as by welds, to the main body 936 for movement with the
main body 936. The floorboard support 937 is positioned
beneath the floorboard 910 and supports the floorboard
910 within the rider compartment 30. The floorboard sup-
port 937 functions as the sole support for the floorboard
910; hence, the floorboard 910 is suspended in the rider

compartment 30 on the support 937 and moves vertically
with the floorboard support 937 and the main body 936.
Preferably, the floorboard 910 is fixedly coupled to the
support 937.
[0132] As illustrated in Fig. 12, the first and second
tension springs 940 and 942 are connected to side plates
936G and 936H, respectively, extending from the main
body 936. The first and second tension springs 940 and
942 are also connected to a yoke 952 forming part of the
spring preload adjusting structure 950. The damper 944
may comprise a damper commercially available from
Stabilus (Germany) under the product designation Stab-
O-Shoc. From mathematical calculations, it is believed
that the damper 944 should have a linear damping rate
of 4-10 pounds-second/inch for compression, 10-20
pounds-second/inch for extension, and a stroke length
between about 1  inch to about 5 inches and preferably
about 2 inches. The damper 944 comprises a piston rod
944A fixedly coupled to the main body 936. A cylinder
944B of the damper 944 is fixedly coupled to a block 962,
which, in turn, is fixed to the support plate 960. As noted
above, the support plate 960 is fixed to the truck main
body frame 14. The cylinder 944B may contain a fluid
such as air or oil and a piston (not shown) coupled to the
piston rod 944A, wherein the piston may have a small
opening through which the fluid flows.
[0133] The springs 940 and 942 function to absorb at
least a portion of energy resulting from disturbances en-
countered by the truck 10 as it moves along a floor sur-
face. The springs 940 and 942 extend (for a bump) and
retract (for a hole) in response to receiving kinetic energy
and, as such, store the kinetic energy as potential energy.
The damper 944 functions to absorb the energy released
from the springs 940 and 942 as the springs 940 and 942
return to an initial position following extension or retrac-
tion, i.e., the damper 944 converts the kinetic energy into
heat. The damper 944 further performs a damping func-
tion as the springs 940 and 942 are extended or retracted.
By absorbing and dissipating the energy resulting from
disturbances encountered by the truck 10, the springs
940 and 942 and the damper 944 function to substantially
reduce impact and vibration energy from reaching the
operator standing on the floorboard 910.
[0134] A lever 954, also forming part of the preload
adjusting structure 950, is pivotally coupled to the fixed
support plate 960 at a pivot connection 954A, see Fig.
16. An adjust-assist spring 956 is coupled to the fixed
support plate 960 and a first end 954B of the lever 954.
The yoke 952 is pivotally coupled to the lever 954 at a
pivot connection 954C. A U-shaped engaging member
(not shown) is provided on a surface of the lever 954
facing the fixed support plate 960 at or near a second
end 954D of the lever 954 and is capable of engaging
one of a plurality of recesses 964A provided in an adjust-
setting plate 964 fixed to the support plate 960. An op-
erator is capable of gripping the lever at the lever second
end 954D so as to adjust the tension on the springs 940
and 944. The adjust-assist spring 956 applies a force to
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the lever 954 to help an operator overcome the forces
applied to the yoke 952 by the springs 940 and 942. By
moving the lever 954 in a direction away from the main
body 936, the first and second springs 940 and 942 are
extended, i.e., lengthened, so as to increase a preload
on each spring 940, 942, see Fig. 13 where the lever 954
is positioned at its uppermost position such that the
preload on the springs 940 and 942 is at its greatest value.
By moving the lever 954 in a direction toward the main
body 936, the preload on the springs 940 and 942 is
reduced, see Fig. 12 where the lever 954 is positioned
at its lowermost position such that the preload on the
springs 940 and 942 is at its lowest value.
[0135] An upper stop block 958 with first and second
upper stops 958A and 958B is fixedly coupled to the fixed
support plate 960 so as to limit upward movement of the
carriage assembly 934, see Figs. 12 and 13. First and
second lower stops 959A and 959B are fixed to a top
plate 9361 of the main body 936 and are capable of en-
gaging the first and second guide track blocks 932A and
932B so as to limit downward movement of the carriage
assembly 934, see Figs. 14 and 15. The upper and lower
stops may be made of natural rubber, urethane, silicone
or other like elastomeric type material. The stops in a
preferred embodiment provide a force deflection charac-
teristic, i.e., they deflect by x amount when a force F is
applied against the stop, as described by the following
polynomial equation: 

wherein F = force, and x = deflection.
[0136] Preferably, the position of the floorboard 910 is
located in a neutral position between an upper stop po-
sition where the carriage assembly 934 engages the up-
per stops 958A and 958B and a lower stop position where
the lower stops 959A and 959B engage the first and sec-
ond track blocks 932A and 932B. In the illustrated em-
bodiment, the "neutral position" is equal to a predefined
position falling within a range equal to 6 15% of a cen-
tered position. That is, the neutral position is a predefined
position which may comprise a midway position between
the upper and lower stop positions or may be defined by
another position falling within the range of 6 15% of the
midway or centered position. The maximum distance that
the floorboard 910 moves between its upper and lower
stop positions may be from about 1 inch to about 5 inches
and preferably is about 2 inches.
[0137] When a light-weight operator is positioned on
the floorboard 910, the floorboard 910 may be spaced
from the neutral position toward the upper stops 958A
and 958B. Conversely, when a heavy-weight operator is
positioned on the floorboard 910, the floorboard 910 may
be spaced from the neutral position in a direction away
from the upper stops 958A and 958B. The operator pref-
erably makes an appropriate adjustment via the lever

954 to vary the preload on the springs 940 and 942 such
that the floorboard 910 is positioned in its neutral position
when the operator is standing on the floorboard 910. A
visual mark (not shown) may be provided on the support
plate 960, which, when the floorboard 910 is aligned with
the mark, indicates to the operator that the floorboard is
in its neutral position.
[0138] It is preferred that the operator support assem-
bly 900 have a natural frequency between about 1.5 and
about 2.5 Hz. It is further preferred that the floorboard
910 typically move only within a range of positions well
within its upper and lower stop positions during normal
operation  of the truck 10. It is believed that the energy
absorbing structure 920 coupled to the floorboard 910
supporting an operator having a weight between about
100 pounds and 300 pounds and capable of achieving
these two objectives may comprise first and second
springs 940 and 942 having a relaxed length (prior to
being coupled to the side plates 936G and 936H and the
yoke 952) of from about 8 inches to about 11 inches, and
a spring rate of from about 25 pounds/inch to about 200
pounds/inch.
[0139] An operator support assembly 1000 construct-
ed in accordance with a tenth embodiment of the present
invention is illustrated in Figs. 18-21, where like reference
numerals indicate like elements. The operator support
assembly 1000 may be incorporated into a truck similar
to the one illustrated in Fig. 1 or other materials handling
vehicles. The operator support assembly 1000 compris-
es a suspended floorboard (not shown, but is substan-
tially the same as the floorboard 910 illustrated in phan-
tom in Fig. 12 and will be referred to hereinafter as floor-
board 910), which defines a floor in the truck rider com-
partment, and an energy absorbing structure 1020. In
the illustrated embodiment, the operator support assem-
bly 1000 may comprise a single assembly, which may
be assembled as a single unit prior to being mounted to
the truck main body frame 14.
[0140] The energy absorbing structure 1020 is coupled
to the truck main body frame 14 and the suspended floor-
board 910 for absorbing and dissipating at least a portion
of energy resulting from disturbances encountered by
the truck 10 as it moves across a floor surface prior to
the energy portion reaching the operator standing on the
suspended floorboard 910. The disturbances may result
from the truck 10 passing over a continuously uneven
surface, or moving over large bumps or sharp drops in
the surface. In the embodiment illustrated in Figs. 18-21,
the energy absorbing structure 1020 comprises a mast
assembly 930, first and second tension springs 940 and
942, a damper 944, and spring preload adjusting struc-
ture 1050. The mast assembly 930, the first and second
springs 940 and 940 and the damper 944 are constructed
in substantially the same manner as the mast assembly
930, the springs 940 and 942 and the damper 944 of the
embodiment of Figs. 12-17. The mast assembly 930
comprises first, second, third and fourth guide track
blocks 932A-932D and carriage assembly 934, see Figs
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18 and 21. The carriage assembly 934 comprises main
body 936, first, second, third and fourth front load bear-
ings 936A-936D, first and second side load bearings
936E and 936F and floorboard support 937, see Figs. 15
and 18.
[0141] The first and second tension springs 940 and
942 are connected to a yoke 1052 forming part of the
spring preload adjusting structure 1050 as well as to the
main body side plates 936G and 936H, see Fig 18.
[0142] A lever 1054, also forming part of the preload
adjusting structure 1050, is pivotally coupled to the fixed
support plate 960 at a pivot connection 1054A. An adjust-
assist spring 1055 is coupled to the fixed support plate
960 and a first end 1054G of the lever 1054. A motor
1056 is provided having a main body 1056B pivotally
coupled to the support plate 960 at a pivot connection
1056C and a threaded screw 1056D which engages a
threaded block 1059 pivotally connected to the lever
1054 at a pivot connection 1056E. The yoke 1052 is piv-
otally coupled to the lever 1054 at a pivot connection
1054F. The motor 1056 is capable of rotating the screw
1056D so as to move the block 1059 toward and away
from the motor main body 1056B, which, in turn, causes
the lever 1054 to pivot. The lever 1054 is capable of piv-
oting between a maximum counter-clockwise position,
as viewed in Figs. 18-20, where a second end 1054H of
the lever 1054 engages and actuates a first limit switch
1057A, and a maximum clockwise position, as viewed in
Fig. 21, where an intermediate portion 1054I of the lever
1054 engages and actuates a second limit switch 1057B.
When the lever 1054 is rotated counter-clockwise, the
first and second springs 940 and 942 are extended, i.e.,
lengthened, so as to increase a preload on each spring
940, 942. The adjust-assist spring 1055 applies a force
to the lever 1054 in a direction away from the motor 1056
so as to assist the motor 1056 in overcoming the forces
applied by the springs 940 and 942 to the yoke 1052
when the motor 1056 is actuated to rotate the lever 1054
counter-clockwise. When the lever 1054 is rotated clock-
wise, the preload on the first and second springs 940 and
942 is reduced.
[0143] When the lever second end 1054H engages the
first limit switch 1057A, the preload on the springs 940
and 942 is at its greatest value. When the lever interme-
diate portion 1054I engages the second limit switch
1057B, the preload on the springs 940 and 942 is at its
lowest value. Actuation of either the first limit switch
1057A or the second limit switch 1057B by the lever 1054
deactivates the motor 1056.
[0144] Just as in the embodiment illustrated in Figs.
12-17, an upper stop block 958 with first and second up-
per stops 958A and 958B is fixedly coupled to the fixed
support plate 960 so as to limit upward movement of the
carriage assembly 934. Also, just as in the embodiment
of Figs. 12-17, first and second lower stops 959A and
959B are fixed to the top plate 936I of the main body 936
and are capable of engaging the first and second guide
track blocks 932A and 932B so as to limit downward

movement of the carriage assembly 934, see Figs. 15,
18 and 21. The upper and lower stops may be made of
natural rubber, urethane, silicone or other like elastomer-
ic type material. The stops in a preferred embodiment
provide a force deflection characteristic, i.e., they deflect
by  x amount when a force F is applied against the stop,
as described by the following polynomial equation: 

wherein F = force, and x = deflection.
[0145] Preferably, the position of the floorboard 910 is
located in a neutral position between an upper stop po-
sition where the carriage assembly 934 engages the up-
per stops 958A and 958B and a lower stop position where
the lower stops 959A and 959B engage the first and sec-
ond track blocks 932A and 932B. In the illustrated em-
bodiment, the "neutral position" is equal to a predefined
position falling within a range equal to 6 15% of a cen-
tered position. That is, the neutral position is a predefined
position which may comprise a midway position between
the upper and lower stop positions or may be defined by
another position falling within the range of 6 15% of the
midway or centered position. The maximum distance that
the floorboard 910 moves between its upper and lower
stop positions may be from about 1 inch to about 5 inches
and preferably is about 2 inches.
[0146] When a light-weight operator is positioned on
the floorboard 910, the floorboard 910 may be spaced
from the neutral position toward the upper stops 958A
and 958B. Conversely, when a heavy-weight operator is
positioned on the floorboard 910, the floorboard 910 may
be spaced from the neutral position in a direction away
from the upper stops 95 8A and 958B.
[0147] It is contemplated that the position of the floor-
board 910 may be adjusted automatically during a height
adjustment operation or manually. An automatic floor-
board height adjustment operation may be effected just
after an operator enters the operator’s compartment 30
and activates the presence sensor 40. Alternatively, a
floorboard height adjustment operation may be effected
just after an operator, standing on the floorboard, selects
a direction of travel for the truck, i.e., when power is pro-
vided to the first and second driven wheels.
[0148] For automatic adjustment during a floorboard
height adjustment operation, a first sensor 1100 is pro-
vided for detecting the position of the carriage assembly
934 and the floorboard 910 relative to a desired neutral
position or the support plate 960. The sensor 1100 com-
prises a potentiometer 1102 coupled to the support plate
960 and a rocker arm 1104 coupled to the potentiometer
1102 and the main body side plate 936G, see Fig. 18.
The rocker arm 1104 moves with the carriage assembly
main body 936 such that the sensor 1100 senses the
position of the carriage assembly 934 and the floorboard
910. In Fig. 18, the carriage assembly 934 is in its up-
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permost position where it engages upper stops 958A and
058B. In Fig. 19, the carriage  assembly 934 is in an
intermediate position and in Fig. 20, the carriage assem-
bly 934 is in its lowermost position.
[0149] When in the automatic adjust mode, which
mode may be selected by an operator via a switch (not
shown) or the like provided in the rider compartment 30,
the preload on the springs 940 and 942 is automatically
varied during a floorboard height adjustment operation
so as to position the floorboard 910, with an operator
thereon, in the neutral position. The sensor 1100 gener-
ates position signals to a controller (not shown) indicative
of the location of the floorboard 910 relative to its neutral
position. In response to receiving the position signals
from the sensor 1100, the controller generates control
signals to the motor 1056 causing the motor 1056 to ro-
tate the screw 1056D so as to pivot the lever 1054 in an
appropriate direction to vary the preload on the springs
940 and 942 such that the floorboard 910, with the op-
erator standing on it, is returned to the neutral position.
Hence, so as to allow the floorboard 910 to be moved to
the neutral position during a floorboard height adjustment
operation, the motor 1056 is actuated via the controller
during the floorboard height adjustment operation in re-
sponse to position signals generated by the sensor 1100
to vary the preload on the springs 940 and 942 such that
the floorboard 910 is repositioned to its neutral position.
[0150] In the manual adjust mode, the operator may
vary the preload on the springs 940 and 942 via an ad-
justment knob or switch (not shown) in the rider compart-
ment 30. To give the floorboard 910 a "softer" feel when
standing on the floorboard 910, the operator may vary
the position of the adjustment knob to cause the motor
1056 to move the lever 1054 in a clockwise direction, as
viewed in Fig. 18, so as to reduce the preload on the
springs 940 and 942. To give the floorboard 910 a "firmer"
feel when standing on the floorboard 910, the operator
may vary the position of the adjustment knob so as to
cause the motor 1056 to move the lever 1054 in a counter-
clockwise direction, as viewed in Fig. 18, so as to in-
crease the preload on the springs 940 and 942. Based
on the adjustment selected by the operator, the floor-
board 910 may or may not be located in its neutral position
when the operator is standing on the floorboard 910. In
the manual adjust mode, the controller disregards the
position signals generated by the first sensor 1100.
[0151] A second sensor 1110 may be provided for de-
tecting the position of the lever 1054. The sensor 1110
comprises a potentiometer 1112 coupled to the support
plate 960 and a rocker arm 1114 coupled to the potenti-
ometer 1112 and the lever 1054, see Fig. 18. The rocker
arm 1114 is rotated by the lever 1054 when the lever
1054 is pivoted by the motor 1056 such that the sensor
1110 senses the position of the lever 1054 and generates
lever position signals to the controller. In response to
receiving the signals generated by the sensor 1110, the
controller determines the position of the lever 1054 and,
hence, the preload on the springs 940 and 942. The con-

troller may activate a display (not shown) within the rider
compartment 30 so as to indicate to the operator the cur-
rent preload on the springs 940 and 942, e.g., firm, soft
or an intermediate condition between firm and soft. Dur-
ing the automatic mode, the controller may disregard the
lever position signals generated by the second sensor
1110. Other position sensing devices may be employed
in place of the switches 1057A, 1057B and the sensor
1110. For example, an encoder or potentiometer asso-
ciated with the motor screw may be employed.
[0152] It is preferred that the operator support assem-
bly 1000 have a natural frequency between about 1.5
and about 2.5 Hz. It is further preferred that the floorboard
910 typically move only within a range of positions well
within its upper and lower stop positions during normal
operation of the truck 10. It is believed that the energy
absorbing structure 1020 coupled to the floorboard 910
supporting an operator having a weight between about
100 pounds and 300 pounds and capable of achieving
these two objectives may comprise first and second
springs 940 and 942 having a relaxed length (prior to
being coupled to the side plates 936G and 936H and the
yoke 1052) of from about 8 inches to about 11 inches,
and a spring rate of from about 25 pounds/inch to about
200 pounds/inch.
[0153] One or more electromagnets (not shown) may
be mounted to the support plate 960 and positioned ad-
jacent the carriage assembly main body 936. When pow-
er is provided to the electromagnets, the electromagnets
function to releasably lock the carriage assembly main
body 936 and, hence, the floorboard 910, to the support
plate 960 and the truck frame 14. The electromagnets
may be activated to lock the floorboard 910 to the support
plate 960 so as to provide an operator with a firm feel as
the operator steps into or out of the rider compartment.
It is also contemplated that the one or more electromag-
nets may be replaced with a solenoid having a recipro-
cating piston. The solenoid is fixed to the support plate
960. A bore is provided in the carriage assembly main
body 936 to receive the solenoid piston when the solenoid
is actuated to extend the piston. To lock the floorboard
910 to the support plate 960, the solenoid is actuated to
extend the piston such that it engages the bore in the
carriage main body 936. Once an operator has entered
the rider compartment 30, and power is provided to the
driven wheels, the solenoid may be actuated to retract
the piston such that it exits the bore in the carriage as-
sembly main body 936 so as to allow the carriage as-
sembly 934 to move relative to the support plate 960.
[0154] An operator support assembly 1200 construct-
ed in accordance with an eleventh embodiment of the
present invention is illustrated in Figs. 22, where like ref-
erence numerals  indicate like elements. The operator
support assembly 1200 may be incorporated into a truck
similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 1 or other materials
handling vehicles. The operator support assembly 1200
is constructed in substantially the same manner as op-
erator support assembly 900 illustrated in Figs. 12-17,
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but, in addition, a backrest assembly 1210 is provided.
The backrest assembly 1210 comprises a support 1212
and a pad 1214 coupled to the support 1212. The support
1212 is fixedly coupled to the main body 936 of the car-
riage assembly 934 so as to move with the carriage as-
sembly 934. Hence, as the carriage assembly 934 moves
upward and downward as a truck in which the assembly
1200 is incorporated encounters bumps and holes, the
backrest assembly 1210 moves with the floorboard (not
shown in Fig. 22) coupled to the carriage assembly 934
and the operator. It is also contemplated that an armrest,
a control knob or lever such as a multifunction controller
or steering tiller or other elements typically found within
an operator’s compartment may be fixedly coupled to the
carriage assembly 934 so that they move with the car-
riage assembly 934 and the floorboard.
[0155] Many alterations and modifications may be
made by those having ordinary skill in the art without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
Therefore, it must be understood that the illustrated em-
bodiments have been set forth only for the purposes of
example and that they should not be taken as limiting the
invention as defined by the following claims. For exam-
ple, the mast assembly 130 may comprise two or more
channels 132A fixedly coupled to the frame 14 of the
truck main body 12, and two or more corresponding car-
riage assemblies 134A capable of vertical movement
within the channels 132A.
[0156] The definitions of the words or elements of the
following claims shall include not only the combination
of elements which are literally set forth, but all equivalent
structure, material or acts for performing substantially the
same function in substantially the same way to obtain
substantially the same result. In this sense it is therefore
contemplated that an equivalent substitution of two or
more elements may be made for any one of the elements
in the claims below or that a single element may be sub-
stituted for two or more elements in a claim.
[0157] Insubstantial changes from the claimed subject
matter as viewed by a person with ordinary skill in the
art, now known or later devised, are expressly contem-
plated as being equivalently within the scope of the
claims.
[0158] The claims are thus to be understood to include
what is specifically illustrated and described above, what
is conceptually equivalent, what can be obviously sub-
stituted and also what essentially incorporates the es-
sential idea of the invention.
[0159] Alternative expressions of the inventive concept
are set out in the following clauses:

CLAUSES

[0160]

1. A materials handling vehicle (10) comprising:

a frame (14);

a set of wheels (16, 18) supported on said frame
to allow said materials handling vehicle to move
across a floor surface; and
an operator support assembly (100) comprising
a suspended floorboard (110) upon which an
operator may stand and an energy absorbing
structure coupled to said frame and said sus-
pended floorboard for absorbing and dissipating
at least a portion of energy resulting from distur-
bances encountered by the vehicle as it moves
across the floor surface prior to said energy por-
tion reaching the operator standing on said sus-
pended floorboard, said energy absorbing struc-
ture including a damping element (144, 244,
344, 444, 544, 650, 740, 944) for effecting a
damping function.

2. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 1, wherein said damping element comprises
at least one damper (144, 244, 344, 444, 544, 944).

3. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 2, wherein said energy absorbing structure
further comprises at least one spring (140, 142, 240,
242, 340, 342, 440, 540, 940, 942) for receiving and
storing energy.

4. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 3, wherein said energy absorbing structure
further comprises a mast assembly (130, 930) cou-
pled to said frame (14) and said floorboard (110) for
permitting movement of said suspended floorboard
relative to said frame.

5. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 4, wherein said energy absorbing structure
further comprises structure (150, 436, 536, 950) cou-
pled between said frame (14) and said at least one
spring for varying a preload on said at least one
spring.

6. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 5, wherein said structure coupled between
said frame (14) and said at least one spring for var-
ying a preload on said at least one spring comprises
a motor (156) provided with a screw.

7. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 5, wherein said structure coupled between
said frame (14) and said at least one spring for var-
ying a preload on said at least one spring comprises
a lever (436, 536, 954) capable of being manually
moved by an operator.

8. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 4, wherein said energy absorbing structure
further comprises:
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a first member (432, 532) pivotable about a first
pivot point coupled to said frame (14) , said floor-
board (110) being supported by said first mem-
ber;
a second member (436, 536) pivotable about a
second pivot point coupled to said frame and
spaced from said first pivot point; and
said at least one spring (440, 540) extending
between and being coupled to said first and sec-
ond members and said at least one damper
(444, 544) engaging said first member, said sec-
ond member being adjustable about said sec-
ond pivot point so as to adjust a preload on said
at least one spring.

9. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 3, wherein said energy absorbing structure
further comprises a scissors mechanism (230) posi-
tioned between said floorboard and a base of said
frame (14).

10. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 9, wherein said scissors mechanism compris-
es:

a pair of first and second scissor arms (232,
234), said first scissor arm being pivotably cou-
pled at a first end to said base of said frame and
having a second end in engagement with said
floorboard, and said second scissor arm being
pivotably coupled at a first end to said floorboard
and having a second end in engagement with
said base of said frame; and
a pair of third and fourth scissor arms (236, 238),
said third scissor arm being pivotably coupled
at a first end to said base of said frame and hav-
ing a second end in engagement with said floor-
board, and said fourth scissor arm being pivot-
ably coupled at a first end to said floorboard and
having a second end in engagement with said
base of said frame.

11. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 9, wherein said at least one spring (240) is
generally vertically positioned and coupled between
said frame (14) and said scissors mechanism, and
said at least one damper (244) is generally vertically
positioned and coupled between said frame and said
scissors mechanism.

12. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 9, wherein said at least one spring (340) is
generally horizontally positioned and coupled be-
tween said frame (14) and said scissors mechanism,
and said at least one damper (344) is generally hor-
izontally positioned and coupled between said frame
and said scissors mechanism.

13. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 9, wherein said energy absorbing structure
further comprises:

a first member (432, 532) pivotable about a first
pivot point coupled to said frame (14), said floor-
board (110) being supported by said first mem-
ber;
a second member (436, 536) pivotable about a
second pivot point coupled to said frame and
spaced from said first pivot point; and
said at least one spring (440, 540) extending
between and being coupled to said first and sec-
ond members and said at least one damper
(444, 544) engaging said first member, said sec-
ond member being adjustable about said sec-
ond pivot point so as to adjust a preload on said
at least one spring.

14. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 1, wherein said damping element comprises
a valve (650, 740).

15. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 14, wherein said energy absorbing structure
further comprises:

a hydraulic piston/cylinder unit (640) coupled to
said frame (14); and
a ride accumulator (660, 742) capable of receiv-
ing and storing energy, said valve being posi-
tioned between said piston/cylinder unit and
said ride accumulator.

16. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 15, wherein said energy absorbing structure
further comprises a mast assembly (130) coupled to
said hydraulic piston/cylinder unit, said frame (14)
and said floorboard (110) for permitting movement
of said suspended floorboard relative to said frame.

17. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 15, wherein said valve comprises a needle
valve (650).

18. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 17, further comprising a processor-controlled
valve (832) capable of allowing pressurized fluid to
pass to said hydraulic piston/cylinder unit and said
ride accumulator.

19. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 15, wherein said valve comprises a first proc-
essor-controlled valve (740).

20. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 19, wherein said an energy absorbing struc-
ture further comprises: a second processor-control-
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led valve (760), a height adjust accumulator (762),
a third processor-controlled valve (770) and a proc-
essor (780) for controlling said first, second and third
valves.

21. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 20, wherein said processor causes said first
valve to be in a first position such that said first valve
is closed when an operator enters or exits a rider
compartment in which said operator assembly is lo-
cated and moves said first valve to a second position
when the vehicle is in motion so as to open said first
valve to allow said floorboard to move relative to said
frame.

22. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 21, wherein said processor effects a floor-
board height adjustment operation when said floor-
board is spaced from a neutral position  after an op-
erator has stepped onto said floorboard and said first
valve has been moved to said second position.

23. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 22, wherein said processor moves said sec-
ond valve (760) to a closed state when a floorboard
height adjustment operation is not being effected.

24. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 23, wherein said processor moves said sec-
ond valve to an open state so as to allow pressurized
air within said ride accumulator to be released when
said floorboard is to be lowered to said neutral posi-
tion during a floorboard height adjustment operation.

25. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 24, wherein said processor moves said third
valve to a second position to allow pressurized fluid
to enter said height adjust accumulator and subse-
quently moves said second valve to its open state
when said floorboard is to be raised to said neutral
position during a floorboard height adjustment oper-
ation.

26. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 1, wherein said energy absorbing structure
further comprises a mast assembly coupled to said
frame and said floorboard for permitting movement
of said suspended floorboard relative to said frame
and structure (740) for releasably locking said floor-
board to said frame when an operator enters or exits
a rider compartment in which said operator assembly
is located.

27. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 1, wherein said operator support assembly
further comprises a backrest assembly (1210) cou-
pled to said suspended floorboard so as to move
with said suspended floorboard.

28. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 1, wherein said damping element comprises
at least one damper (144, 244, 344, 444, 544, 944)
at least partially filled with a liquid.

29. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in
clause 28, wherein said energy absorbing structure
further comprises at least one spring (140, 142, 240,
242, 340, 342, 440, 540, 940, 942) for receiving and
storing energy.

Claims

1. A materials handling vehicle (10) comprising:

a frame (14);
a set of wheels (16, 18) supported on said frame
to allow said materials handling vehicle to move
across a floor surface; and
an operator support assembly (100) comprising
a suspended floorboard (110) upon which an
operator may stand and an energy absorbing
structure coupled to said frame and said sus-
pended floorboard for absorbing and dissipating
at least a portion of energy resulting from distur-
bances encountered by the vehicle as it moves
across the floor surface prior to said energy por-
tion reaching the operator standing on said sus-
pended floorboard, said energy absorbing struc-
ture including a damping element (144, 244,
344, 444, 544, 650, 740, 944) for effecting a
damping function; and
wherein said damping element comprises a
valve (650, 740).

2. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
1, wherein said energy absorbing structure further
comprises:

a hydraulic piston/cylinder unit (640) coupled to
said frame (14); and
a ride accumulator (660, 742) capable of receiv-
ing and storing energy, said valve being posi-
tioned between said piston/cylinder unit and
said ride accumulator.

3. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
2, wherein said energy absorbing structure further
comprises a mast assembly (130) coupled to said
hydraulic piston/cylinder unit, said frame (14) and
said floorboard (110) for permitting movement of said
suspended floorboard relative to said frame.

4. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
2, wherein said valve comprises a needle valve
(650).
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5. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
4, further comprising a processor-controlled valve
(832) capable of allowing pressurized fluid to pass
to said hydraulic piston/cylinder unit and said ride
accumulator.

6. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
2, wherein said valve comprises a first processor-
controlled valve (740).

7. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
6, wherein said an energy absorbing structure further
comprises: a second processor-controlled valve
(760), a height adjust accumulator (762), a third proc-
essor-controlled valve (770) and a processor (780)
for controlling said first, second and third valves.

8. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
7, wherein said processor causes said first valve to
be in a first position such that said first valve is closed
when an operator enters or exits a rider compartment
in which said operator assembly is located and
moves said first valve to a second position when the
vehicle is in motion so as to open said first valve to
allow said floorboard to move relative to said frame.

9. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
8, wherein said processor effects a floorboard height
adjustment operation when said floorboard is
spaced from a neutral position after an operator has
stepped onto said floorboard and said first valve has
been moved to said second position.

10. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
9, wherein said processor moves said second valve
(760) to a closed state when a floorboard height ad-
justment operation is not being effected.

11. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
10, wherein said processor moves said second valve
to an open state so as to allow pressurized air within
said ride accumulator to be released when said floor-
board is to be lowered to said neutral position during
a floorboard height adjustment operation.

12. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
11, wherein said processor moves said third valve
to a second position to allow pressurized fluid to enter
said height adjust accumulator and subsequently
moves said second valve to its open state when said
floorboard is to be raised to said neutral position dur-
ing a floorboard height adjustment operation.

13. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
1, wherein said energy absorbing structure further
comprises a mast assembly coupled to said frame
and said floorboard for permitting movement of said
suspended floorboard relative to said frame and

structure (740) for releasably locking said floorboard
to said frame when an operator enters or exits a rider
compartment in which said operator assembly is lo-
cated.

14. A materials handling vehicle (10) as set forth in claim
1, wherein said operator support assembly further
comprises a backrest assembly (1210) coupled to
said suspended floorboard so as to move with said
suspended floorboard.
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